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Editorial

The rapid growth in our abilities to generate arti-
ficial texts, leveraging new capacities for deep learn-
ing and powerful pre-trained models, such as Ope-
nAI’s GPT-3 [17], has meant that natural language
generation (NLG) has never been more relevant as a
tool for real world use.

Given the broad potential that comes with being
able to generate convincing texts, NLG thus finds
applications in a wide range of text-based tasks. In
turn, NLG has been used in a wide range of fields, in-
cluding chatbot development [87], story creation [1],
and joke telling [3].

This breadth of application means that NLG has
a powerful capacity for integrating itself into our ev-
eryday lives. Already, virtual assistants, like Ama-
zon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri, have found their way
into the homes of hundreds of millions of users [65].
These devices rely on NLG-based modules respon-
sible for generating dialogue in response to users’
input in order to answer questions or complete
tasks [65]. Beyond personal assistants, NLG systems
have been used in a variety of other real-world ap-
plications. These include the medical field, in which
dialogue and Q&A systems have been leveraged to
aid with diagnoses and patient care [75, 96]. Educa-
tion has also been a common focus of NLG applica-
tions, in which a wide variety of task-based systems
including story-telling tools and Q&A chatbots have
been proposed as a method of aiding student learn-
ing through virtual platforms and e-tutoring [3, 56].

With these real-world applications, however,
comes the potential for deception and misuse [40].
Malicious chatbots could masquerade as genuine
people in the hope of misleading them, or trick-
ing them into divulging personal information [143].
NLG systems designed to persuade could be used by
unscrupulous political leaders to profile and target
vulnerable users with bespoke, automatically gener-
ated advertisements aimed at subtly skewing their
perceptions of controversial issues [130]. Moreover,

anonymisation methods could be used to hide the
authors of hateful or extremist online posts, grant-
ing them added protection from site moderators and
law enforcement [40]. With every NLG system comes
the potential for abuse, and as these systems improve
in their abilities to produce text that passes as hu-
man, this potential for abuse becomes ever more rel-
evant [118].

In this issue, we examine the wide range of tasks
and subtasks that NLG can be used towards, high-
lighting the key ways in which these tasks can be
used in the real-world for both good and ill. We fo-
cus on three core NLG tasks identified from the aca-
demic literature that have the potential for decep-
tion and misuse: stylised text generation, con-
versation, and rewriting.

For this purpose, we sourced a wide range of
survey articles dedicated to providing general sum-
maries of NLG methods, and to summarising the
existing work conducted toward specific NLG tasks
and their subtasks. The articles in this newsletter
were taken from those sourced in the previous issue
(NL-2022-3). To briefly summarise our approach, we
examined a range of NLG-related academic venues,
identifying literature reviews and other survey-like
articles related to NLG that had been published
since 2019. All papers identified were manually in-
spected and encoded for relevance to one of the core
NLG tasks highlighted above, or a subtask thereof.
These papers were then used to guide our concep-
tion of these NLG tasks, and provided us with the
information necessary to summarise the common ap-
proaches to these tasks, and their various applica-
tions and potential uses in deception. For further
reference, a more complete description of the paper
collection process can be found in the Editorial sec-
tion of NL-2022-3.

We hope you enjoy reading this issue. Feedback
is always welcome, and should be directed to ddd-
newsletter@kent.ac.uk.
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List of Acronyms

• AI: Artificial Intelligence

• AP: Associated Press

• ATIS: Airline Travel Information System

• BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers

• BLEU: Bilingual Evaluation Understudy

• BN: Broadcast News

• BNC: British National Corpus

• CCF: China Computer Federation

• CIDEr: Consensus-based Image Description
Evaluation

• CSJ: Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese

• CTS: Conversational Telephone Speech

• CV: Computer Vision

• CoQA: Conversational Question Answering

• DA: Data Augmentation

• DNN: Deep Neural Network

• DRV: Dietary Reference Values

• DST: Dialogue State Tracking

• DSTC: Dialog State Tracking Challenges

• DUC: Document Understanding Conferences

• EMD: Earth Mover’s Distance

• FAQ: Frequently Asked Question

• Q&A/QA: Question and Answer

• GAN: Generative Adversarial Network

• GDPR: General Data Protection Regulation

• GPT: Generative Pre-trained Transformer

• GYAFC: Grammarly Yahoo Answers Formal-
ity Corpus

• HCI: Human-Computer Interaction

• HEQ: Human Equivalence Score

• ICSI: International Computer Science Insti-
tute

• IMDb: Internet Movie Database

• IR: Information Retrieval

• ITAC: Informal Text Anonymisation Corpus

• JAPE: Joke Analysis and Production Engine

• L2R: Learning to Rank

• LCSTS: Large Scale Chinese Short Text Sum-
marization Dataset

• LSTM: Long Short-Term Memory

• MATRICS: MultimodAl (Task-oriented)
gRoup dIsCuSsion

• MCNC: Multiple Choice Narrative Cloze

• METEOR: Metric for Evaluation for Transla-
tion with Explicit Ordering

• MIMIC-III: Medical Information Mart for In-
tensive Care

• ML: Machine Learning

• MTurk: Amazon Mechanical Turk

• NCT: Narrative Cloze Test

• NIST: National Institute of Standards and
Technology

• NLG: Natural Language Generation/Genera-
tor

• NLP: Natural Language Processing

• NLPCC: Natural Language Processing & Chi-
nese Computing

• NLU: Natural Language Understanding

• NPS: Naval Postgraduate School

• NYTAC: New York Times Annotated Corpus

• PHI: Protected Health Information

• PLM: Pre-trained Language Model

• PMI: Pointwise Mutual Information

• PoS: Part-of-Speech
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• PWKP: Parallel Wikipedia

• RNN: Recurrent Neural Network

• ROUGE: Recall-Oriented Understudy for
Gisted Evaluation

• SCT: Story Cloze Test

• seqGAN: Sequence Generative Adversarial
Nets

• SQuAD: The Stanford Question Answering
Dataset

• ST: Speech Translation

• STP: Simple Temporal Problem

• QuAC: The Question Answering in Context
Dataset

• TAC: Text Analysis Conference

• TDT2: Topic Detection and Tracking

• TST: Text Style Transfer

• VHA: The Veterans Health Administration

• WMD: Word Mover’s Distance

• XAI: eXplainable Artificial Intelligence
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1. Definitions and Scope

1.1. Applying NLG to the Real World
Natural language generation (NLG) focuses on

the development of computational models capable
of creating ‘convincing’ natural language text (that
is, text that contains the fluency and coherency of
human written text) from a typically minimal set of
inputs [71].

In the previous issue of this newsletter, NL-2022-
3, we provided a broad overview of the salient as-
pects of NLG. In NL-2022-3, we covered the core
methods and technologies that have been leveraged
to generate natural language, as well as the common
datasets that have been used to build NLG models,
and the typical evaluation approaches and protocols
that are commonly leveraged to assess the perfor-
mance of these NLG systems.

Given the breadth of this topic, however, we were
only able to give a brief mention to the broad array of
tasks, subtasks, and subsequent applications within
the field of NLG [1, 3, 50, 55, 87]. As the powers
of machine learning develop ever further, leveraging
vast amounts of online data and new deep-learning
approaches, NLG has very quickly found itself ad-
vancing from basic prototypes and proofs of concept
to becoming an integral part of many of the current
technologies used today [71]. In turn, any technology
that relies on some form of dynamic interaction with
a user, the automatic creation of text, or the process-
ing of speech likely relies on some form of NLG.

In order to fully appreciate the dangers that can
be posed by the misuse of NLG-based systems, it is
crucial, therefore, to not only have a broad under-
standing of how NLG is conducted, but also to have a
good appreciation of the many tasks that NLG can
be applied to. By understanding this, we can then
begin to build a more coherent picture as to how
these various NLG tasks can be used maliciously.

In this issue, we thus identify the key high-level
tasks that constitute NLG and their most common
subtasks, examining how these tasks are conducted
and evaluated, and how they are applied in the real
world. We also consider ways in which each of these
tasks and their common applications may allow for
deception and misuse.

1.2. NLG Tasks and Subtasks
The common high-level NLG tasks considered in

this newsletter are defined as follows.

• Stylised Text Generation: Stylised text
generation refers to the creation of NLG sys-
tems aimed at generating original texts in a
specific, user-designated style [88]. Examples of
the desired style of writing are typically used
as training or fine-tuning data, from which a
given NLG model then attempts to automati-
cally generate new texts that mimic the style,
but not the content, of the examples. Style,
in turn, is a broad term encompassing spe-
cific genres (e.g., fiction, non-fiction [1, 99]),
text purposes (e.g., rhetoric, humour [3, 31]),
and forms (e.g., academic papers, poems, nov-
els [88]). We provide a complete overview of
this task in Section 2.

• Conversation: Conversation refers to a series
of subtasks in NLG in which the broad aim is
the creation of a model that can dynamically
generate responses to user inputs, thus facil-
itating conversation in some form [87]. This
encompasses a number of subtasks including
task-oriented conversation, in which the
NLG system attempts to conduct a desired
task through conversation with a user [145];
and Q&A conversation, in which the NLG
system seeks to provide the desired answer to
a given, user-specified question [95, 146]. This
task is covered in Section 3.

• Rewriting: Rather than generating entirely
new texts, rewriting tasks instead aim to lever-
age NLG systems that are able to reinterpret
a given input text such that its underlying
content and/or semantics are retained, whilst
some user-specified attribute of its writing is
changed [61]. Common subtasks include style-
transfer [61], in which a given model attempts
to retain the topic of a given text whilst chang-
ing some specified stylistic attribute (e.g., sen-
timent, toxicity, formality). Moreover, style-
transfer can be adapted to preserve user pri-
vacy by removing or otherwise obfuscating as-
pects of authorial style [72, 74], thereby pro-
tecting the source of the original text. Other
rewriting subtasks include summarisation [42],
in which the summarising model attempts to
generate a shortened version of a given input
whilst retaining its overall content. We cover
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the Rewriting task in Section 4.

In this issue, we examine each of these high
level NLG tasks; identifying their key subtasks, dis-
cussing typical approaches to them, noting key rel-
evant datasets, and examining the evaluation mea-
sures that are typically conducted. We also discuss
the common applications in which these NLG tasks
are used, and the manner in which these applica-
tions of NLG could lead to problems of deception or
other forms of misuse. These issues of deception and
misuse will then be carried on to the next issue, in
which we will conduct a detailed examination of the
risks of deception and misuse in NLG, and the key
challenges and open questions that need considering
in order to safeguard against these threats.

It is worth noting that whilst these tasks and
subtasks are generally implemented and evaluated

distinctly from one another, they are not inherently
discreet and can be utilised together in the devel-
opment of a given real-world system. For instance,
a conversation agent could leverage a humour mod-
ule to provide it with some joke telling capabilities.
Whilst stacking or otherwise combining NLG tasks
is possible, the academic literature typically takes a
task-centric view to NLG, focusing on tackling each
task individually.

In order to best represent the current state-of-
the-art research, we thus opt to leverage this task-
based focus within this newsletter. In turn, the fol-
lowing sections are dedicated to covering each of the
high level tasks above, with Section 2 focusing on
stylised text generation, Section 3 covering conver-
sation tasks, and Section 4 examining NLG rewrit-
ing.
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2. Stylised Text Generation

2.1. Introduction

Stylised text generation, otherwise known as
style-conditioned text generation, is an NLG task fo-
cused on the automatic creation of novel texts that
contain a specific, desired writing style [88]. The
broad nature of style encompasses a wide variety of
subtasks including story generating [1], poem gener-
ation [112], humour generation [3], and the various
sub-forms of each of these styles (e.g., different gen-
res of story, different forms of poetry).

As the scope for stylised generation is only lim-
ited by the vast scope of different writing styles avail-
able, in this section we opt to focus on some of the
most commonly studied forms of stylised generation
in the current literature.

In turn, we examine the Creative Writing sub-
tasks, including story, poem, and lyric generation,
the humour generation subtask, which focuses on
joke generation, and rhetoric generation, which is a
subtask aimed at creating persuasive texts. We also
examine a more unconventional form of stylised gen-
eration: text augmentation, which is typically ap-
plied to boosting supervised machine learning per-
formance by using stylised generation to create new
training samples, in the style of the existing training
data [8].

2.2. Creative Writing

Creative writing is a type of stylised text genera-
tion where artificial intelligence (AI) and psychology
intersect to teach computers how to mimic human
creativity [1]. This includes generating stories, po-
ems, lyrics and prose, either from scratch or based
on some existing data, such as an incomplete story,
or a painting. In this section, we focus on one of
the most commonly studied form of creative writ-
ing: story generation.

Story generation is a sub-field of creative writ-
ing where the aim is to generate stories [1]. It is
essentially the problem of mechanically selecting a
sequence of events or actions that meet a set of cri-
teria and integrating these together through prose
writing to tell a story. The inputs of a typical story
generation method include sets of events, an initial
story, or a set of author goals. The model then lever-
ages these inputs to automatically generate a coher-
ent story.

Story generation approaches are classified into
three groups:

Structural Models: These models employ
schemas to generate structured stories by dividing
the stories into slots. Then, similar fragments of pre-
viously collected and annotated stories are placed
into the new story’s slots. Structural models in-
clude graph-based and grammar-based approaches
based on how the annotations are used to attach the
fragments. Although structural models are easy-to-
implement, they have a couple of drawbacks. Firstly,
they only consider syntax of the story despite sto-
ries being semantic models in nature. Moreover, they
are limited to producing stories that satisfy the pre-
defined story structure. Lastly, they can suffer from
the over-generation problem, meaning that they can
generate non-story texts [1].

Planning-based Models: These models focus
on the logical flow between the successive fragments
rather than the overall structure of the story. The
aim is to generate plots from the fragments, com-
bining the fragments in a structured way to reach a
story goal starting from an initial state. Planning-
based approaches involve goal-directed, analogy-
based and heuristic search approaches. An example
output of a planning-based model is shown in Fig. 1.

Machine Learning (ML) Models: ML mod-
els, especially recurrent neural networks (RNN), are
utilised by state-of-the-art story generation meth-
ods. They can learn the conditional probability dis-
tribution between story events from a story corpus to
generate better stories. Other than generating new
stories, ML models are also leveraged in other rele-
vant tasks, including script learning and generation,
and story completion.

Story generation evaluation is mostly based on
assessment of quality rather than creativity. Human
evaluation is the most commonly used approach al-
though it is inflexible, time/effort consuming, and
subjective.

A typical human evaluation approach is to ask
human evaluators to rate the generated stories based
on common quality criteria such as consistency, co-
herence, and interestingness. A discussion of the
common quality criteria used in human evaluation
can be found in NL-2022-3.

Another common approach is to ask evaluators to
edit generated stories to make them more coherent,
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Figure 1: An example story generated with a planning-based method [1].

and calculate the story quality measure as the dis-
tance between the edit and the original story. The
more edits that are needed to make the story co-
herent, the lower the quality of the generated story.
Common edits include reordering, adding, deleting
and changing events in the generated story.

Regarding machine evaluation, Narrative Cloze
Test (NCT) is one of the most prominent ap-
proaches. It measures the system’s ability to pre-
dict a single event removed from a sequence of story
events by generating a ranked list of guesses based
on seen events. The system is then evaluated us-
ing average rank, recall@N (the recall rate within
the top N guesses), and accuracy. Story Cloze Test
(SCT) is a NCT-based approach designed for su-
pervised learning approaches. It measures the sys-
tem’s performance according to its ability to choose
the correct ending for each story, labelled as “right
ending” and “wrong ending”. Multiple Choice Nar-
rative Cloze (MCNC) is another NCT-based ap-
proach where the system chooses the missing event
from five randomly ordered events. Other than task-
specific metrics, general NLG evaluation metrics,
such as BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU),
Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit
ORdering (METEOR), Consensus-based Image De-
scription Evaluation (CIDEr), Recall-Oriented Un-
derstudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE), perplex-
ity, and Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) are
also commonly used for evaluating story generation
methods. Whilst useful for efficient evaluation (par-
ticularly of a large number of outputs), these metrics
have a number of drawbacks. Firstly, they require a
gold standard corpus to compare the generated text
against, which can conflict with the creative nature
of story generation. In addition, they typically do not
correlate with human judgements, raising questions
as to the relevance of their scores [1].

For story generation evaluation, the following
datasets are commonly used:

Andrew Lang fairy tale corpus: This dataset
contains more than 400 stories from Andrew
Lang’s Fairy Books (http://www.mythfolklore.
net/andrewlang).

ROCStories: ROCStories is a story generation
dataset containing over 98K everyday life stories,
and it was constructed for use with SCT. (https:
//cs.rochester.edu/nlp/rocstories/).

Children’s Book Test: This dataset was built
by Facebook with freely available children’s books
taken from Project Gutenberg. The dataset con-
tains over 600K stories. (https://research.fb.
com/downloads/babi/).

STORIUM: STORIUM is a story genera-
tion dataset including 6K lengthy stories (125M
tokens) with fine-grained natural language anno-
tations, such as character goals and attributes.
(https://storium.cs.umass.edu/).

Story generation can be used for a variety of dif-
ferent applications, including entertainment, educa-
tion, and gaming. For instance, stories can be cus-
tomised for each learner’s educational needs. Fur-
thermore, interactive stories can be used to provide
more interesting gaming experiences. From a decep-
tion perspective, it is possible that realistic and con-
vincing stories can be generated to deceive and mis-
lead people.

2.3. Humour Generation

Broadly speaking, humour generation is a
stylised text generation subtask aimed at the cre-
ation of jokes [3]. Humour generation finds its roots
in the wider field of computational humour, which
focuses on the use of computational methods in
the analysis and evaluation of humour [12]. This
has taken the form of a variety of subtasks includ-
ing humour recognition [14, 21], the development of
systems capable of learning humour preferences of
users [131], the automatic evaluation of humour [16],
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as well as the development of relevant datasets and
corpora [44].

Humour generation leverages the work con-
ducted towards computational humour and seeks to
merge it with NLG to develop systems capable of
automatic joke telling. Specifically, humour genera-
tion typically revolves around one of three formula-
tions [3]: (1) Q&A joke telling, in which a ques-
tion is posed to instigate the joke, and the NLG
system attempts to generate a punchline response;
(2) narrative joke generation, in which longer
form story-based jokes are generated; (3) lexical re-
placement joke telling, in which the system at-
tempts to replace the words in an existing text to
turn it into some form of pun or joke.

In general, humour generation has received far
less study when compared to other forms of stylised
text generation (such as creative writing), and there
is less of a clear methodology or set of approaches
used in the generation of jokes [3]. Moreover, most
approaches fail to achieve quality humour generation
that is sufficiently convincing or funny to human ob-
servers [3]. Thus, humour generation as it now stands
is still very much in its infancy, requiring more study
before effective humour generation can be achieved.

Currently, there stand two broad approaches to
humour generation derived from the broader field
of NLG: Neural text generation, which uses
deep-learning approaches that have become com-
monplace in text generation more broadly [23];
and Template-based generation, which leverages
more traditional approaches to text generation in
which the system attempts to choose words to fill
in missing slots in an existing text template to cre-
ate new text [30].

Despite the omnipresence of neural methods in
broader text generation [23], the application of neu-
ral text generation models to humour generation is
less common [3]. Generally, most approaches have
found neural text generation to be broadly unsuited
to generating humour, finding that whilst neural
methods are capable of creating jokes with a high
level of originality and creativity, they are typically
unable to add humour or joke telling within these
texts. One of the first examples of the use of neural
methods for humour generation was conducted in an
undergraduate project by Yang and Sheng [142], who
leverage a long short-term memory (LSTM) model
to create jokes based on a user-specified topic. The
authors trained their model on a large corpus of ap-

proximately 7,500 jokes alongside a corpus of news
data to improve the model’s knowledge of current
affairs. In order to try and provoke a comedic re-
sponse from the model, the authors attempted to
promote incongruity in the generated text by hav-
ing the model output words based on the probability
they were assigned in the output layer, rather than
the words with the highest overall probability [140].
Despite these efforts, the model was generally inca-
pable of producing humorous text [3].

One of the only other notable examples of neural-
based humour generation comes from Yu et al. [144],
who focus specifically on pun generation [3]. To do
this, the authors aimed to maximise incongruity,
training a neural network using a Seq2Seq model
and Wikipedia data. The model is given as input a
polysemic word (a word with multiple possible mean-
ings), and two of its definitions [144]. The model is
then used to generate two sentences using this word
– one for each of the two meanings provided as input.
An encoder-decoder model is then trained to gener-
ate a single sentence, based on these two sentences,
which uses the input word ambiguously to allude
to both meanings – thereby creating a pun. Despite
the novelty of the approach, however, this was still
unable to consistently create humorous content [3].
As an example, the input square: 1) a plane rect-
angle with four equal sides and four right angles, a
four-sided regular polygon; 2) someone who does not
understand what is going on. yielded the resulting
pun: Little is known when he goes back to the square
of the football club [3].

Given the current inadequacies of neural meth-
ods in humour generation, most approaches have in-
stead focused on the use of template-based genera-
tion systems [3]. Typically, a joke template is thus
created, alongside a schema which encodes the re-
lationships between the various template variables
(the empty slots that the generation model attempts
to fill) [3]. In joke generation, this schema typically
encodes relationships that provoke incongruity and
resolution (key aspects of joke construction). An ex-
ample of one of the earliest template-based joke gen-
eration systems: the Joke Analysis and Production
Engine (JAPE), can found in Fig. 2.

Additionally, template systems rely on some form
of knowledge base that provides information about
the relationships between the various words that can
be selected as candidates for each template vari-
able [3]. Common approaches to constructing these
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knowledge bases include ontology based systems,
either using manually constructed lexicons map-
ping each word’s relationship to each other, or pre-
existing ontologies and databases such as WordNet,
ConceptNet, and UniSyn [3]. Quantitative methods
have also been proposed, which leverage probabilistic
approaches such as the use of N-gram co-occurrence
probabilities and vector similarity measures to se-
lect template variables that are best suited to hu-
mour [3]. Whilst template-based systems are more
commonly used for joke construction, and are typ-
ically more successful at generating humour, these
approaches are far more limited than neural meth-
ods due to the constraints posed by the template,
and the lexicon from which template variable candi-
dates are selected.

Figure 2: An example of one of the first template-
based joke generating systems: JAPE. The system
uses question and answer templates, leveraging word
homophony to fill in the two template slots in the
question and answer [13].

Beyond the generation process itself, efforts have
also been made to develop adequate approaches to
evaluating humour generating systems. Given the
ambiguous and highly subjective nature of humour,
however, this too has been hampered with difficul-
ties [3]. Whilst more typical NLG-based metrics for
examining the coherence of a given text have some
usage in assessing the overall coherence of the gen-
erated joke, these are not particularly effective in
measuring the humorousness of the output. Typi-
cally, studies have relied on human evaluation as the
gold-standard, using some form of Likert-scale scor-
ing systems to assess the success of a given output at
being humorous [3]. Given the subjective nature of
humour, however, this approach is by no means per-
fect – the fact an evaluator does not find a joke funny
does not necessitate that that joke is not funny, this
may be a matter of their personal preference and
sense of humour.

To mitigate this, other approaches have been pro-
posed. One method is to examine humour frequency.
Rather than focusing on measuring the humorous-
ness of individual outputs, this approach asks evalu-
ators to score a set of outputs as being funny or not
funny [3]. The percentage of funny jokes produced
by the generator can then be measured. Whilst this
method has benefits for measuring the overall per-
formance of a system, it is still limited in its ability
to assess the individual outputs. Other suggested ap-
proaches seek to leverage a modified version of the
Turing test, in which evaluators are tasked with try-
ing to differentiate between human and machine cre-
ated jokes [3].

Although approaches to humour generation are
still limited in their abilities, the broader field of
computational humour has meant that a sizeable
number of relevant humour datasets exist. These
may become more relevant to humour generation in
the near future, if state of the art neural methods
that are commonplace in broader NLG are more suc-
cessfully adapted to humour generation. Some exam-
ples of these humour datasets include:

UR-FUNNY: Created by Hasan et al. [44], UR-
FUNNY is a multi-modal dataset containing the
video, audio, and transcripts from 1,866 TED talks
from 1,741 speakers across more than 400 topics.
The transcriptions include markers for audience be-
haviour, which were used to identify snippets from
the talks in which a joke’s punchline was told us-
ing the audience laughter marker [44]. These 8,257
punchlines, and their preceding context were then
extracted and annotated (including audio and video
time points) as such. 8,257 negative samples were
also extracted, where the last sentence/utterance of
the snippet did not end in laughter. An example
from the UR-FUNNY dataset can be found in Fig. 3.
(https://github.com/ROC-HCI/UR-FUNNY).

One-Liner Dataset: The One-Liner dataset
contains approximately 16,000 one-liner jokes
collected using a web-based bootstrapping ap-
proach to automatically extract one-liners from a
set of webpages [84]. (https://www.kaggle.com/
moradnejad/oneliners-datasets/version/1).

Pun of the Day Dataset: The Pun of the
Day dataset was collected by Yang et al. [141], and
contains 2,423 puns and 2,403 not-punny sentences.
All puns were extracted from the Pun of the Day
website, and negative samples were extracted from
a variety of news sources, including AP (associated
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Figure 3: Example from the UR-FUNNY dataset, annotated with context and punchline. [44].

press) News, the New York Times, and Yahoo! An-
swer.

Humicroedit: A more recent dataset, the Hu-
microedit dataset is constructed of a series of 15,095
English news headlines posted on Reddit, paired
with versions of each headline that have been edited,
typically using single word replacement, to make
them humorous [51]. The editing task, along with the
humour evaluation of each edited headline were con-
ducted using Mechanical Turk (MTurk) crowdwork-
ers. Examples of the editing and evaluation tasks are
presented in Fig. 4. (https://www.cs.rochester.
edu/u/nhossain/humicroedit.html).

Figure 4: Examples of the editing and evaluation
tasks for the Humicroedit dataset [51].

Whilst humour generation is still in its infancy,
there are clear applications that warrant its contin-
ued study. In turn, studies have also been dedicated
to examining applications of computational humour,
which have highlighted its potential value in a va-
riety of aspects, including education – particularly
in terms of aiding students with complex commu-
nication needs [106], and as part of conversational
systems (covered in Section 3) as a means of im-

proving user experience [59]. However, the static na-
ture of most humour generation approaches – and
their reliance on template-based systems – means
that current approaches are less suited to integra-
tion with downstream tasks such as education sys-
tems and chatbots where they may be of value, but
where dynamic generation is needed.

The relatively poor performances of humour gen-
erators does mean, however, that their usage in de-
ception or otherwise malicious purposes is currently
quite limited. With this being said, the proposed in-
tegration of these systems with chatbots and other
conversation forms of AI warrants further analysis
and consideration, as this could lead to conversation
systems far more capable of mimicking human di-
alogue [78]. This mimicry, in turn, could open the
door for more dangerous forms of deception as peo-
ple become less capable of distinguishing whether
they are conversing with a human or a machine [41].

2.4. Rhetoric Generation

Rhetoric generation specifically refers to the use
of NLG methods to create persuasive communica-
tions. [31]. Specifically, this involves the creation of
a text output aimed at persuading an individual (or
individuals) – the persuadee – to accept a given ar-
gument through the use of persuasive messaging em-
bedded in the generated text [31].

Many studies in the field of rhetoric and per-
suasive generation have focused on the role of var-
ious psychosocial aspects that a given NLG sys-
tem will need to leverage in order to create per-
suasive texts [31, 57]. In turn, Duerr and Gloor
[31] identify four categories that underlie persuasive
language generation. These categories are Benevo-
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lence, Linguistic Appropriacy, Logical Argu-
mentation, and Trustworthiness.

Benevolence: This category refers to aspects of
language aimed at creating value for the persuadee.
Identifying the absence or impact of factors that may
alter the perusadee’s benevolence towards the argu-
ment at hand is thus of value to successful persua-
sion [57]. Examples in this category include exam-
ple giving, appeal to morality, and the use of social
proof/expectations [31].

Linguistic Appropriacy: This category in-
volves the profiling of the persuadee’s lexical style in
order that the persuading NLG system can leverage
a style in its generation that achieves the highest de-
gree of congruence between the generated persuad-
ing message, and the persuadee. Approaches in other
NLG tasks, such as authorial style-transfer [61], have
shown some degree of success in learning the latent
styles of a target author in order to automatically
rewrite texts in that author’s style (see Section 4.2).
Examples of linguistic appropriacy include the use
emphatics (pronouns like ‘myself’, ‘yourself’, etc.),
specific word frequencies, and word familiarity [31].

Logical Argumentation: This category en-
compasses the ability of the persuading NLG model
to present a text that contains arguments with con-
sistent logic. Some attempts have been made to
create systems capable of conducting or recognis-
ing logical reasoning and argumentation through the
use of first order logic and semantic argumentation
graphs [15, 86]. Logical argumentation includes the
use of analogies, logical operators (e.g., if, then), and
logical consistency [31].

Trustworthiness: The final category focuses on
the capacity of the persuading system to establish
trust with the persuadee. Attempts at psychological
profiling as a means of identifying how this trust may
be established have thus been suggested, using ma-
chine learning models to infer characteristics about
individuals from their writing [127, 147]. This is par-
ticularly important to persuasive NLG, with previ-
ous studies having identified that users often display
a lack of trust when dealing with chatbots and other
dialogue systems [78]. Example of this include the
use of agreeableness, empathy, and emotionally [31].

Whilst some of the categories above have re-
ceived a reasonable degree of focus in terms of tech-
nical implementations, particularly in regard to the
automatic profiling of individuals from their writing,
there are fewer works that have focused on creating

NLG systems capable of persuasive generation. Ad-
ditionally, these works are often spread across a wide
range of domains, likely owing to the breadth of ap-
plicability of persuasive generation. Currently, there
is a lack in unified approaches to creating persuasive
NLG systems.

Some examples of attempts towards persuasive
NLG include that of Anselma and Mazzei [5], who
developed an NLG system to encourage or discour-
age a user from eating a certain food based on their
chosen diet, the foods they had previously eaten that
day, and the nutritional value of the dish in ques-
tion. The authors thus used a simple template-based
generation system, which outputs one of five pre-
determined responses based on the system’s evalua-
tion of the input food. The reasoning module used
to inform the template selection is built on a simple
temporal problem (STP) framework, which is used
to calculate whether a food is admissible based on a
series of constraints derived from the user’s macro-
nutrient dietary recommended values (DRV). The
degree to which a food is permitted based on these
constraints and the degree to which it meets the
user’s DRV can then be used by the NLG module to
select the appropriate template and template vari-
ables (see Fig. 5 for an example of the generated
outputs).

Other attempts include the work by Munigala
et al. [89], who created a system capable of generat-
ing persuasive sentences based on a fashion prod-
uct specification. This approach used a series of
modules to extract keywords from the input prod-
uct description via Word2Vec embeddings, before
leveraging these keywords and a domain specific
knowledge base to identify the most relevant domain
noun-phrases using these keywords. A neural lan-
guage model was then used, leveraging as input the
keywords and top phrases, alongside other domain-
relevant verbs and adjectives and selected persuasive
verbs, to generate persuasive summaries about the
product [89].

Given the wide range of approaches used, there
also exist little in the way of established metrics for
evaluating persuasiveness. This lack of standardisa-
tion in this area is also likely in part due to the dif-
ficulty in measuring persuasion, which can be highly
subjective [89]. In this space, common NLG-based
metrics are still typically leveraged including BLEU,
METEOR, and ROUGE [22], but these only pro-
vide a sense of the overall quality of the generated
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Figure 5: The five templates available in Anselma and Mazzei [5]’s diet management system. Column C
indicates the classification of the food based on the STP reasoner (e.g., I.1 indicates the food is incom-
patible with the user’s DRV). Column D indicates whether the dish is too rich or too poor in the given
macro-nutrient value.

text, not of its persuasive abilities [89]. In addition,
other qualitative measures have been proposed, such
as catchiness (i.e., is the text catchy or not), and re-
latedness (i.e., is the text related to the target/argu-
ment) domain, but even these fail to offer true mea-
surements of persuasiveness [92]. Other studies have
relied on the use of human evaluators participating
as persuadees, using questionnaires to measure the
degree to which the persuasive systems changed each
evaluator’s mind on the target subject [57].

Given the breadth of the subject and its myriad
applications, there are also a plethora of datasets
that are potentially of use in the creation of persua-
sive NLG systems. Example of datasets focused on
collecting and annotating arguments, debates, and
persuasive text include:

16k Persuasiveness Dataset: Presented in
[43], this dataset contains 16,000 argument pairs
for 32 topics, where one argument is for the topic,
and one against. All arguments were sampled from
the debate portals createdebate.com and procon.org.
MTurk annotators were then used to choose which
argument was more convincing. An example of an ar-
gument pair from the dataset can be found in Fig. 6.

Argument Annotated Essays: This dataset
is construed of 402 persuasive essays written by
students on essaysforum.com [116]. The essays
are written on a range of controversial topics,
including “competition or cooperation—which is
better?”. These essays were then annotated with
their argument components, including any major
claims and premises (https://tudatalib.ulb.tu-
darmstadt.de/handle/tudatalib/2422). Extend-

ing this, Eger et al. [35] translated the dataset
into a variety of languages (beyond the original En-
glish), including German, French, Spanish, and Chi-
nese. All translations were conducted using Google
translate, though the authors also used native Ger-
man speakers to translate a subset of 402 es-
says. (https://github.com/UKPLab/coling2018-
xling_argument_mining).

Figure 6: Examples of an argument pair for a given
topic in the 16K Persuasiveness dataset [43].

Debate.org Corpus: This dataset, curated by
Durmus and Cardie [33], consists of 67,315 debates
from debate.org across 23 different topic categories
including politics, religion, health, science, and mu-
sic. The dataset includes the debate texts them-
selves, alongside votes provided by users indicating
their preference along a variety of dimensions, in-
cluding the quality of the arguments and the de-
bater conduct. Debates are staged across a series
of rounds, with one debater being for the claim
and the other against. For each round, each debater
is able to put forth a single argument. An exam-
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ple of a debate round is shown in Fig. 7. (https:
//www.cs.cornell.edu/~esindurmus/ddo.html).

Figure 7: Example of a debate round on de-
bate.org [33].

Persuasion For Good Corpus: Aimed at facil-
itating the development of persuasive systems that
can be used for social good, this dataset contains
1,017 dialogues between MTurk workers [130]. Pairs
of participants were assigned, with one participant
the persuader and the other the persuadee. The per-
suader was then tasked with persuading the per-
suadee to donate to the charity Save the Chil-
dren. All dialogues were multi-turn, with at least
10 conversational turns required. Alongside the dia-
logues, a number of annotations are included. These
annotations record the various persuasion strate-
gies used, e.g., logical appeal, emotional appeal,
and personal stories. (https://convokit.cornell.
edu/documentation/persuasionforgood.html).

Given the capacity for persuasive language gen-
eration to be integrated with a wide variety of other
NLG tasks, this allows it to have a considerable
range of potential applications. One of the more ob-
vious roles is in advertising, where persuasive NLG
systems could be used to generate advertising cam-
paigns at scale, and potentially even to adapt them
to individual user profiles [31]. This would offer the
capacity for further scaling of existing personalised
advertisement campaigns. Indeed, current work such
as that of Munigala et al. [89] and their develop-
ment of persuasive fashion product statements al-
ready shows indications of the potential in this area.
Beyond business interests, this could also be lever-
aged for more positive campaigns aimed at achieving
social good, such as in charity donation appeals as
suggested in [130]. Additional suggestions have also
been made for the use of persuasive generation for
the advocacy of vaccinations and other medical and
personal health areas [6, 31].

Beyond these broad range of applications, how-
ever, come the potential for considerable social risk.
Whilst most NLG tasks have the capacity for de-
ception and misuse, persuasive generation is partic-
ularly problematic in this regard. This is especially
troubling as NLG produced text reaches the point
of being indistinguishable from human text, which
could lead to difficult ethical problems in which users
are unwittingly duped by persuasive text generation
systems [130]. The capacity of these systems to lever-
age personal profiling as part of their persuasion is
particularly dangerous, as this could allow dishon-
est parties to identify those most vulnerable for per-
suasion, and use these powers to mislead them or
convince them into doing things against their best
interests.

Moreover, issues of a machine’s inabilities to
tell “right” from “wrong” could lead to persuasive
NLG systems inadvertently leveraging persuasive
acts most would consider socially unacceptable in
order to achieve its intended goal [118]. Given the
automated nature of many of these systems, it may
be difficult, even for well-intentioned designers, to
create persuasive systems capable of ethical persua-
sion within the confines of social acceptability [118].
Additionally, the fact that individuals typically ap-
pear to have inherently negative views of systems ca-
pable of persuasion raise further ethical and moral
questions in regards to their use – especially in cases
where the exact behaviours of the NLG systems are
hidden from the user [118].

2.5. Generative Text Augmentation

Generative text augmentation is a subset of the
wider field of study, data augmentation (DA). DA,
in sum, is the process of artificially creating new
data samples through the modification of existing
data samples, or the generation of new samples us-
ing existing data samples as training data [8]. This
is typically used as a means of creating additional
training data samples to help diversify a training set,
thereby helping to reduce overfitting when training
ML models – especially in cases where the amount
of ‘genuine’ training data available is limited [36].

Initially, DA was almost exclusively applied to
the field of computer vision (CV), using a vari-
ety of image transformation methods like cropping,
flipping, and colour jittering existing images in the
training dataset to create ‘new’ images to better
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train CV models [114]. An example of CV DA us-
ing a colour augmentation approach can be found in
Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Examples of colour augmentation [133].

With the value of applying DA techniques be-
ing well established in the CV community [133], a
natural extension to this is the application of DA to
NLP problems, using augmentation methods to en-
large text-based datasets. The use of text augmenta-
tion poses a more difficult problem, however, as text
data (characters, words, phrases, etc.) have far less
granularity than image data (pixels, colours, etc.).
This makes the text augmentation problem far more
challenging than CV based augmentation.

A further challenge of text augmentation is the
problem of label preservation. When making modi-
fications or generating new data samples for use in
training ML models, it is crucial that any modified
or generated samples maintain the desired training
labels. In the case of text augmentation, it can often
be easy through the manipulation of text data to
accidentally alter the original sample label. For in-
stance, in the case of sentiment analysis (in which a
text is classified as either positive or negative in sen-
timent), a DA method that randomly inserts words
could accidentally alter the intended sentiment (i.e.,
by randomly inserting new negative words into a pos-
itive text) [8]. Despite these challenges, a wide range
of methods have been proposed for text augmenta-
tion. A taxonomy of these approaches can be found
in Fig. 9.

Typical approaches used for text augmentation
are widely varied in nature. More straightforward
methods, such as those at the character level, often
focus on introducing noise artificially, through ap-
proaches such as random character swapping within
text data samples [8]. Rule-based methods instead

leverage rules of grammar to make modifications to
the text samples in the dataset, such as through
the expanding or adding of common contractions,
or through the addition of common spelling mis-
takes [8].

More sophisticated approaches have also been
suggested, including the use of pre-trained language
models (PLMs) to identify appropriate substitute re-
placement words in order to modify existing text
samples [8]. Other approaches utilise translation
tools at the document level, in which the text sam-
ples are translated to a given language, and then
translated back into the original language. This has
been shown to allow for reasonable degrees of para-
phrasing and label preservation [8, 36].

With the demonstrated power of new neural
techniques for NLG, which have shown increased ca-
pacities towards capturing specific styles [88], meth-
ods have also been proposed to leverage NLG as a
form of generative augmentation [36]. A number of
approaches have thus been suggested, leveraging a
variety of methods including RNNs, seqGAN, and
PLMs like GPT-2 [8, 99]. In turn, these models are
typically trained or fine-tuned on existing text data
samples, and then tasked with generating new text
samples in their ‘style’ [4, 8, 129]. Through this, the
generative models are able to artificially construct
‘new’ training texts that are still representative of
the class label of the original data samples.

PLMs have shown particular promise in this area,
with additional experiments being conducted to try
to ensure the preservation of class labels during gen-
eration. Given the probabilistic nature of the gener-
ation process, this is essential to ensuring that the
models retain the stylistics attributes of the orig-
inal data sufficiently to preserve the desired class
label. Examples of these approaches include Wang
and Lillis [129], who opt to only use rarer instances
to fine-tune their augmentation model; and Anaby-
Tavor et al. [4], who use an intermediary classifier to
identify text samples generated by their GPT model
that retain the desired class label, before using the
complete training set (the original data combined
with the artificial, generated data) to train a final
classifier.

Despite the promising role of generative text aug-
mentation, and text augmentation more broadly, in
developing better performing ML models – especially
in situations where data is limited, or annotation is
expensive – issues currently exist in regard to stan-
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Figure 9: A taxonomy and grouping of data augmentation methods as presented in [8].
.

dardised approaches for DA evaluation. Currently,
most approaches rely solely on the final ML model’s
performance as the marker for successful augmen-
tation. If the augmented data boosts model perfor-
mance, then it is considered successful. Whilst this
is certainly the key marker to evaluating text aug-
mentation methods, critics have suggested that other
metrics such as resource usage and language vari-
ety warrant consideration too [8]. This is especially
relevant to NLG-based approaches, which can often
require large amounts of computational resources in
order to run effectively. Moreover, the lack of lan-
guage variety in most PLMs, which are predom-
inately trained on English-only datasets, may in-
hibit their utility in text augmentation of other lan-
guages [8, 36].

Given that the core role of generative text aug-

mentation is the boosting of ML model performance,
it thus has a wide range of applications. These in-
clude a range of other NLG tasks, such as text sum-
marisation and question answering [36]. As NLG
tasks, and NLP tasks more broadly, generally re-
quire large amounts of training data, DA, and par-
ticularly generative text augmentation owing to its
heightened abilities to introduce linguistic variety,
have the potential to be of great value in improv-
ing model performance in a wide range of tasks [8].
Text DA may be of particular value in scenarios
where sensitive or private data is needed to train
a given model [8]. By using augmentation, ML en-
gineers can reduce the amount of private data they
need to gather, which could be of particular benefit
to privacy preservation [36].
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3. Conversation

3.1. Introduction

Arguably one of the most commonly studied
tasks in NLG, and NLP more broadly, conversation
tasks aim to build some form of model capable of
automatically generating dynamic natural language
messages in response to conversational inputs by a
user (or set of users) [87].

Although often referred to by a variety of differ-
ent terms, including conversational agents, chatbots,
and dialogue systems, these terms all encapsulate the
task of developing a model capable of simulating con-
versation in some manner [87].

Given its scope, the conversation task is generally
split into three, broadly distinct (though some over-
laps exist) subtasks: task-oriented conversation,
chat-oriented conversation, and Q&A conver-
sation [146]. Examples of these subtasks can be
found in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: Examples of subtasks in conversational
AI [146]. Turns 1–3 depicts a chat-oriented system,
turn 4 a Q&A system, and turns 5–6 a task-oriented
system.

Task-oriented conversation refers to the sub-
task of developing conversation systems capable of
helping users complete a specified task, or set of
tasks [145]. Chat-oriented conversation, instead fo-
cuses on more broadly simulating natural conversa-
tion, typically across a wider set of domains [145]. Fi-
nally, Q&A conversation focuses specifically on the
creation of systems capable of answering user ques-
tions [2].

In this section, we begin by examining general
approaches to the conversation task, looking at the
broadly applicable design choices, modules, evalua-
tion procedures, and datasets that are typically used
in this space. We also highlight the key general ap-
plications of conversation systems, whilst also con-
sidering the role that deception could play in these
use-cases. From there, we then examine the specific
formulations and common approaches taken for task-
oriented and Q&A based dialogue systems, alongside
any subtask specific evaluation methods, datasets,
and applications. We do not include a specific fo-
cus on chat-oriented conversations as this has been
less well studied, with current approaches generally
relying on expanding task-oriented methods of de-
veloping conversational systems.

3.2. General Approaches

3.2.1. System Goals

Broadly speaking, all conversational models can
be centred around a series of general, common goals.
The model’s ability to achieve these goals (or a sub-
set of them) will, in turn, allow it to more or less
successfully simulate conversation. These are:

User Support: Probably the most common goal
of conversation agents, this goal focuses on the abil-
ity of the conversation system to support the user in
whatever application it is being used in [87]. This
support could come through assisting the user in
achieving a set task, or by retrieving information
that the user requests [9].

Information Request: Moving beyond user
support, information request refers specifically to the
goal of retrieving specific information that a user de-
sires. Whilst clearly relevant to the Q&A conversa-
tion subtasks, some degree of information request
ability is still typically needed in the construction
of other forms of conversational system. Given the
central nature of knowledge sharing and question
asking in more natural forms of conversation, most
conversational systems require some ability towards
identifying and returning specific information. This
is typically leveraged through the curation of specific
knowledge databases, either more broadly defined or
specific to a set of relevant domains [87].
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Figure 11: Breakdown of the various design dimensions used when developing conversational agents [87].

User Engagement: Also central to most con-
versation systems, particularly those that facilitate
conversation across multiple conversational turns,
is the ability of the conversational agent to ade-
quately interest and engage the user it is conversing
with [87]. This overlaps with the common human-
computer interaction (HCI) aspects of developing
chatbots, and is crucial in developing systems that
are capable of ‘natural’ conversation [24].

Information Collection: A final key goal of
most conversational systems is information collec-
tion. Whilst this is often specifically formulated to-
wards the collection of key pieces of information
about a user (e.g., in a task-oriented systems aimed
at providing medical diagnoses [39]), some degree of
information collection is essential in most conversa-
tional systems [7]. Through information collection,
the conversational system is better able to build a
profile of the user it is chatting with, allowing for
the creation of more personal and relevant responses
and utterances [87].

Regardless of the specific subtasks, the develop-
ment of quality chatbots involves the implementa-
tion of many modules [145, 146], all of which need
integrating in order to create an effective conversa-
tional agent. This moves beyond basic NLG, to con-
sider natural language understanding (NLU) to com-
prehend user inputs [76], information retrieval (IR)
to extract and generate relevant responses [145], in-
tent classification to understand user intent [76], and
myriad other tasks besides [87].

3.2.2. System Design

In order to design a given conversational system,

considerations have to be given to a series of de-
sign dimensions; namely, the prescriptiveness of the
system, the knowledge base used, its intended ser-
vice, the form of response generation used, the mode
of interaction, and the degree of human-aid to be
leveraged. Each of these design dimensions will re-
quire implementation and integration into the over-
all architecture of the chatbot itself. A breakdown of
the most common design dimensions can be found in
Fig. 11.

Prescriptiveness: This design element refers
to the intended subtasks(s) that the chatbot aims
to achieve. As described in Section 3.1, these can
be divided into task-oriented systems, chat-oriented
conversational systems, and informative Q&A sys-
tems [87, 146].

Knowledge Base: This dimension describes the
manner and form by which the knowledge base used
by the conversational agent is implemented. The
knowledge base is a key element, as it will impact the
model’s ability to respond to inputs regarding dif-
ferent topics, and the choice of knowledge base typ-
ically reflects the intended use of the conversational
system [146]. Generic knowledge bases contain data
that is non-specific to a certain topic or set of top-
ics, and aim to encapsulate a wide range of (typically
general) knowledge [87]. Domain-specific knowledge
bases, instead, contain data relevant to a specific set
of subject areas only [87]. Cross-domain knowledge
bases contain information from a small set of topics,
and closed domain a single subject area [87].

Service: This design element defines how the
conversational agent interacts with the user. Inter-
personal systems are more generic, and do not build
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any specific relationship with each user it interacts
with [87]. Intrapersonal systems, instead, aim to
build context and user dependent profiles that in-
form its response generation [87].

Response Generation: This design choice in-
forms how the system will go about building the de-
sired response to a given conversational input. De-
terministic systems use prescribed structures to link
the input data to a relevant (often pre-written) re-
sponse [2, 146]. This includes template approaches,
in which the system selects the relevant key terms
to fill in blank spaces in a pre-written response.
Retrieval-based systems instead leverage machine
learning methods to predict relevant responses from
a set of pre-defined responses – this is often for-
mulated as a typical machine learning classification
problem, where each response is the equivalent of
a given class [87]. Generative approaches, instead,
leverage NLG – typically through the use of deep
learning models – to dynamically generate responses
based on the user input [145].

Interaction: This element refers to the manner
in which the chatbot system interacts with users.
Typically, this will be via natural language through
text, but voice responses are also possible – as seen in
the recent rise in virtual assistants such as Amazon
Alexa [87, 122].

Human Aid: Whilst generally less considered,
this refers to the level of autonomy given to the chat-
bot. Whilst most research has focused on the devel-
opment of autonomous conversational agents, it is
also possible to develop human-in-the-loop systems,
in which human assistance is leveraged to aid the
conversational system [87].

In turn, these design considerations will deter-
mine the intended task that the conversational agent
is developed toward, the manner in which it will
be implemented to achieve the task (including the
means by which it generates response), and the way
in which its interactions will be developed.

3.2.3. System Evaluation

Beyond the design of the system itself, it is also
essential that consideration is given to the creation
of the evaluation approaches that will be used to as-
sess the performance of the conversational system in
question. Whilst many of the evaluation procedures
used are specific to each subtask (measuring its abil-
ity to achieve that subtask specifically) [145, 146],
there are also more general evaluative measures that

are often implemented to measure chatbot quality.
In turn, these evaluation strategies often mirror the
broader approaches taken to evaluate NLG systems
(as discussed in NL-2022-3).

A common means of evaluating the abilities of a
conversational system is through the quality crite-
rion approach [53]. Through this, the conversational
system is scored based on how well it meets a de-
fined quality criterion or set of quality criteria [87].
These are typically focused on the specific text out-
put, measuring how well it meets human standards of
natural language. Common criteria include fluency:
how well the intended language is mimicked [22];
factuality: how logically coherent and ‘true’ the re-
sponse is [22]; and typicality: how likely it is you’d
expect to see a response of this nature from a hu-
man author [53]. These criteria are typically assessed
through human evaluators, leveraging some form of
scale-based scoring system (e.g., Likert Scales) [22].

In the case of conversational systems, these qual-
ity criteria are typically characterised broadly into
functional suitability, efficiency, usability and
security [87].

Functional Suitability: This set of criteria en-
capsulates how correct and appropriate the system’s
outputs are. Correctness overlaps most strongly with
broad NLG quality criteria, measuring the overall
ability of the system to create convincing responses
of a reasonable quality. Appropriateness, then mea-
sures the degree to which the content of these re-
sponses is appropriate, given the user’s input and
the desired tasks to which the conversational agent
is being used towards. [87]

Efficiency: Less relevant to the model’s response
generation, this examines how effectively the con-
versation system manages its resources, and how
quickly it can generate responses to user input [87].

Usability: This set of quality criteria refers to
the ease with which users can interact with the sys-
tems. This and efficiency (above) are key HCI con-
siderations when developing conversational systems,
though are less related to the model’s performance
in terms of generating ‘correct’ responses [24].

Security: These quality criteria measure the de-
gree to which the conversational agent is capable
of protecting user privacy, and is resistant to ma-
licious interaction. This includes data management
considerations such as how personal data is stored,
but also encompasses how ‘trustworthy’ the conver-
sational agent is. As these chatbots typically act au-
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tonomously, it is crucial that users can trust that
the responses they generate will be appropriate and
reliable, and not mislead them in some manner.

As some of these quality criteria are more widely
conceived than the more general NLG-based crite-
ria, often requiring broader considerations of the
overall behaviour and/or performance of the chat-
bot systems in question, more dynamic evaluation
approaches are often favoured. These almost al-
ways necessitate a reliance on human evaluation
(as opposed to automated metrics), with interviews,
broader questionnaires and focus groups all being
typical in evaluating a given conversation agent [87].

It is worth noting that quantitative and more au-
tomated metrics are still commonly used, but these
are more often leveraged in measuring a system’s
performance in a given subtask (e.g., accuracy in a
Q&A setting [146]), or to measure the performance
of individual modules within the conversational sys-
tem’s hierarchy [7]. For instance, accuracy might be
leveraged to measure the quality of the dialogue state
tracking module, a common element in many chat-
bot systems that monitors the conversation history
to help inform the chatbot’s response [7].

3.2.4. Datasets

Given the scope of conversational AI, includ-
ing its broad potential for real-world application,
and the variety of design dimensions needed to cre-
ate fully-fledged conversational agents, there exists
a wide array of datasets developed for both training
and evaluating dialog systems. We present a few of
the most popularly used below:

The Multi-Domain Wizard-of-Oz (Multi-
Woz) Dataset: The MultiWoz dataset includes
a set of human conversations across a wide
range of domains and topics [18]. These do-
mains include hotel, restaurant, police, and hos-
pital. The dataset includes multiple conversa-
tional turns, and multi-domain conversations. The
dataset also includes annotated dialogue acts in-
dicating the intents and slot-value pairs of a
given piece of dialogue. For instance, the dialogue
act INFORM(domain=restaurant,price=cheap) in-
dicates an intent to inform, with slots for the ‘do-
main’ and the ‘price’, and values of ‘restaurant’,
and ‘cheap’ [18]. The annotations can then be used
to evaluate the performance of the intent classi-
fication and slot-value prediction of a given con-
versational agent. This ability is often essential to

the agent’s ability to generate a relevant response
or accomplish a given task. (https://github.com/
budzianowski/multiwoz).

Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus: The Ubuntu Dia-
logue Corpus is an unlabelled dataset containing al-
most 1 million two person conversations in English
extracted from Ubuntu’s chat-logs, with more than
7 million utterances being recorded [77]. This corpus
is generally leveraged by language model based con-
versational systems capable of utilising vast amounts
of unlabelled text data. (https://github.com/
rkadlec/ubuntu-ranking-dataset-creator).

The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)
Chat Corpus: The NPS Chat Corpus contains
more than 10,000 English posts extracted from a va-
riety of online chat services [38]. The dataset has
also been annotated with part-of-speech (PoS) tags
and dialogue speech acts [38]. (http://faculty.
nps.edu/cmartell/npschat.htm).

OpenSubtitles: The OpenSubtitles dataset is
a multilingual dataset containing the subtitles for
a wide range of movies and TV programs in more
than 60 different languages [73]. The dataset con-
tains more than 300 million pieces of dialogue, and
also captures multi-person dialogue – with an av-
erage of 2 to 6 speakers per script [81]. (https:
//opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles-v2018.php).

British National Corpus (BNC): The BNC
is an multi-party English corpus created by Ox-
ford University Press in the 1980s, making it one
of the oldest corpora of its kind [70]. The dataset
contains more than 800 pieces of dialogue across a
wide range of genres and domains, including tran-
scribed speech, fiction, magazines, and newspapers.
The dataset also includes basic PoS tagging [81].
(http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/).

3.2.5. Applications

Due to their ability to be leveraged in both open-
domain contexts and subject-specific areas, and the
value of automating dynamic user interactions in a
wide range of fields, chatbots have been proposed for
a vast array of general applications. An overview of
some of the common application domains for con-
versational agents can be found in Fig. 12.

This has led to the proposal of chatbots of var-
ious kinds in specific industries, including tourism
(e.g., flight booking, holiday planning) [87, 146],
and the restaurant industry (e.g., restaurant find-
ing, restaurant booking) [87, 145]. Chatbots have
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Figure 12: Breakdown of the common application domains relevant to the development of conversational
systems [87]

also been more generally proposed as facilitator of
customer service and technical support in commerce
more broadly [28, 134], with different subtask based
conversational systems having the potential to be
applied here [145, 146].

Extending this, chatbots have also been proposed
as facilitators of workplace support, offering techni-
cal support and/or assistance with financial tasks,
negotiation and teamwork [87]. By automating these
support tasks through the use of a chatbot-based
system, businesses can aim to make these interac-
tions more natural for employees, increasing the ease
with which they can leverage these forms of assis-
tance [87].

Healthcare is another area of application in
which chatbot based systems have been pro-
posed [63, 66]. Beyond previously mentioned appli-
cations of general customer support, chatbots have
also been suggested as support tools for healthcare
professionals, assisting with prescriptions and diag-
noses. Chatbots have also been suggested as being of
value in aiding patients, with therapy-based conver-
sation systems and conversational symptom-checker
systems being proposed [63, 87].

A final, common application domain is that of ed-
ucation [49, 97]. Chatbots have thus been proposed
as a means of answering student’s FAQs, providing
e-tutoring to students, as well as being suggested as
a form of automated careers advice counselling and
as assistants for accessing and searching institution
libraries [87, 97].

Due to its broad capability for application to the
real-world, its direct interaction with users, and the

typical need for the chatbot to profile each user in
some manner, there are many fears in regard to the
potential capabilities toward deception and misuse
that may come with developing real-world chatbot
systems. Moreover, given that many modules and
sub-systems need to be integrated together to de-
velop the conversational agent, this opens up the
potential for weaknesses to be exploited throughout
a given chatbot’s architecture.

Additionally, the dynamic nature of the system,
in which it needs to respond to a range of (sometimes
hard to predict) user inputs, means that it can be
hard to gauge how chatbot systems might react in
certain scenarios. This can make it difficult for users
to truly place their trust in these systems, whilst also
raising difficult questions in regard to the protection
of user privacy when interacting with these systems.
This is particularly problematic, given the proposed
use of chatbots in a variety of sensitive applications,
including education and healthcare.

Examples of these potential issues include out of
domain problems, in which the chatbot is asked to
engage with a user about a subject that is outside
its knowledge base [143]. In this case, the chatbot
may respond with information that is misleading or
otherwise false, which could inadvertently deceive or
trick the user in some manner [143]. If we consider
the case of a healthcare symptom checker system
being asked about an illness it lacks requisite knowl-
edge of, we can see how this could be potentially
dangerous. These out of domain issues could also be
leveraged by malicious users, who could utilise the
lack of knowledge of a chatbot in a given area to
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Figure 13: Output of the slot filling and intent classification tasks conducted by an NLU module, for a
given input dialogue. Slot labels are in BIO format, where B indicates the start of a slot span, I the inside
of a span, and O a word that does not belong to a slot. The NLU attempts to predict the correct intent
label and slot labels for the given utterance [76].

fool users into unknowingly divulging private infor-
mation [143].

Other dangers include the potential for chat-
bots systems to produce undesired responses that
are derogatory or offensive, when presented with
certain inputs [143]. This has been noted as par-
ticularly problematic for generative chatbot systems
that leverage powerful PLMs. Since these language
models leverage vast amounts of (typically web-
based) data, distinct biases and tendencies towards
extreme language have been noted [11]. It is thus
possible that in certain situations, chatbots may pro-
vide responses to users that reflect the biases in its
training data and/or knowledge base, which could
disrupt user trust or potentially even lead to the user
being misled or biased in some manner [143].

Additionally, issues exist in regard to user pri-
vacy concerns, particularly in regard to divulging
personal data [110]. The use of chatbots has led to
the potential removal of user agency over their data,
with users typically having limited understanding
over how personal information divulged to a chat-
bot might be leveraged, with users typically having
limited recourse to delete this data in future [110].
Again, given the proposed use of chatbots in sen-
sitive applications where personal data disclosure is
likely necessary, such as in healthcare, this is a perti-
nent problem [63]. Moreover, given the often genera-
tive nature of most chatbots, it can be hard to ensure
that the conversational agents do not inadvertently
request information from the user that they do not
wish to provide – an issue that could be particu-
larly problematic in out of domain scenarios [143].
It is also difficult, given the lack of control over user
inputs, to ensure that users do not inadvertently
surrender more private data than is intended [109].
Given that some chatbots may integrate user inputs
into their training data or knowledge base to im-
prove their performance, this could lead to issues of
chatbots unintentionally leaking user data in future
conversations [109, 143].

3.3. Task-Oriented Conversation Systems

Task-oriented conversation systems are a con-
versation subtask aimed at creating conversational
agents aimed at performing a set of desired tasks on
behalf of a user [146]. These systems therefore rely
on conversation with the user in order to gain a sense
of their desires and preferences towards a given task,
before using this knowledge to perform the task in
the way the user wishes [146].

At their core, most task-oriented conversation
systems are constructed around three separate mod-
ules: the Natural Language Understanding (NLU)
module, the Policy Learning module, and the Re-
sponse Generation module [7, 76, 145].

The NLU module is responsible for the initial
processing of a given utterance or input text from
the user [76]. In turn, the core function of the NLU
is to provide intent classification and slot-value pre-
diction for the given piece of dialogue (See Fig. 13 for
an example). This, in turn, can be integrated with
a dialogue state tracking (DST) module (typically
as a joint model), which allows the NLU to leverage
previous utterances from the user in its prediction of
the overall intent of the current dialogue presented to
the conversational systems. The range of possible in-
tents and slot-values are generally encoded in a pre-
defined ontology which is typically closed-domain –
using domains relevant to the desired task the con-
versational system is used to conduct.

From this, the Policy Learning module is used
to decide what action is to be taken by the con-
versational system, in order to guide the user to a
specific task, leveraging the predicted dialogue states
achieved by the NLU module [58, 76].

Finally, the generation module is used to create
a response based on the predicted dialogue state and
the chosen policy. This is generally implemented ei-
ther through a template-based approach, in which
the system identifies an appropriate response tem-
plate and template values, or (less frequently) using
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a probabilistic generative method (such as through
the use of powerful generative language models like
GPT-2) [76].

In order to train and evaluate task-oriented con-
versational systems, many of the datasets mentioned
in Section 3.2 have been popularly used. This is espe-
cially true of the MultiWoz dataset, as it comes an-
notated with dialogue acts that are particularly use-
ful for evaluating the NLU components of the con-
versational system [18]. As a large proportion of the
work on task-oriented systems has been dedicated to
its NLU aspects, there also exist a range of datasets
aimed at specifically evaluating task-oriented intent
classification and slot-value prediction:

Airline Travel Information System (ATIS)
dataset: The ATIS is a highly popular, single-
turn dataset used for benchmarking NLU mod-
ules [46, 76]. This dataset is composed of ap-
proximately 5,000 utterances focused on airline
travel, e.g., queries focused on flight searching.
Each utterance is annotated with the appropri-
ate slot and intent labels needed to evaluate
the accuracy of a given NLU system in this
domain. (https://www.kaggle.com/hassanamin/
atis-airlinetravelinformationsystem).

MEDIA: The MEDIA dataset is focused around
hotel booking scenarios, containing a series of sim-
ulated conversations in French between a tourist
and a hotel concierge [83]. The dataset contains
approximately 18,000 utterances, and is labelled
with slots (intent labels are not provided) includ-
ing the number of people, the date, and the hotel
facility [76]. (https://catalogue.elra.info/en-
us/repository/browse/ELRA-S0272/).

Snips Dataset: This dataset was curated by
crowdsourcing spoken conversation using the Snips
voice platform [27]. The conversational data was gen-
erated by using Amazon Mechanical Turks (MTurk)
and other crowdsourcing platforms to create artifi-
cial utterances based on a provided set of intents and
slots. A variety of domains were used for the intent-
slot sets provided, including restaurant bookings,
movie schedule requests, and song playing requests.
(https://github.com/sonos/nlu-benchmark).

Facebook Multilingual Dataset: This
dataset attempts to address the lack of non-English
data by curating a multilingual dataset of task-
specific dialogues [111]. This dataset thus contains
57,000 dialogues, including 8,600 Spanish utter-
ances and 5,000 Thai utterances across a vari-

ety of domains including weather, alarm, and re-
minder. All dialogues are annotated with both in-
tents and slots. (https://ai.facebook.com/blog/
democratizing-conversational-ai-systems-
through-new-data-sets-and-research/).

Dialog State Tracking Challenges (DSTC)
2 & 3: DSTC 2 & 3 are two English datasets
aimed at specifically evaluating DSTs [47, 48]. These
datasets are composed of human-machine conversa-
tion related to both restaurants and tourism. DSTC2
contains over 3,000 dialogues (1,612 training dia-
logues, 506 development dialogues, and 1,117 test-
ing dialogues), and is labelled with the turn-level
semantics of each dialogue, which the given DST at-
tempts to predict via the current dialogue and di-
alogue history to that point. DSTC3, on the other
hand, is aimed at assessing the ability of DSTs to pre-
dict slot-values in unseen, out of domain situations,
and thus only contains 2,265 dialogues for testing.
(https://github.com/matthen/dstc).

As is the case with most datasets in NLP, En-
glish is the predominant language in dataset cura-
tion for task-oriented conversation systems. How-
ever, there have been attempts in recent years to de-
velop datasets for additional languages. Beyond the
MEDIA and Facebook datasets mentioned above,
the popular ATIS dataset has been translated into a
variety of different languages, including Hindi, Turk-
ish, and Indonesian [120, 123], as well as, through
the MultiAtis++ dataset [135], into Spanish, Por-
tuguese, German, French, Chinese, and Japanese.
The SNIPS dataset has also been adapted to Ital-
ian by Bellomaria et al. [10].

Due to its task-oriented nature, these type of con-
versational system have been popularly leveraged in
a range of applications, especially as a means of im-
proving booking systems for a range of businesses.
In turn, task-oriented conversational systems have
been proposed as a means of aiding in hotel booking,
the reservation of restaurants, and for holiday book-
ings. Given the very specific domain of these tasks,
it has been more straightforward to implement sys-
tems capable of extracting the relevant intents and
slot-values from these forms of conversation in order
to extract enough information from a customer to
facilitate the booking. Other applications have also
been proposed, including the usage of task-oriented
systems in online shopping, in which the system can
be leveraged as a means of finding relevant prod-
ucts, as well as an interface in which purchases can
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be made [140].
Task-oriented nature is also inherently related

to the development of virtual assistants (such as
Alexa, Siri, etc.), as these systems are inherently
tasks oriented by design. Through this, a variety of
task-oriented applications are encompassed, includ-
ing (beyond the above) tasks such as alarm and re-
minder setting, and weather checking.

Given these applications, task-oriented systems
are thus vulnerable to the wide range of deceptive or
otherwise malicious actions discussed in Section 3.2.
Out of domain issues pose a particular problem here,
as task-oriented systems are typically narrowly fo-
cused on one, or a small set of domain-specific tasks.
This could lead to the task-oriented system attempt-
ing to perform actions it is not capable of doing,
or of performing tasks in an undesired manner. Pri-
vacy issues are also problematic in this case, espe-
cially when the applications of the systems involve
the parsing of sensitive user data. Applications such
as holiday booking or product purchases bring risks
as this may involve the task-oriented conversation
system having to handle user payment data. Thus,
issues of adequate storage of this data by the con-
versational systems also exist, as poor security here
could result in the leaking of this private data.

3.4. Q&A Systems

Q&A systems are centred around the develop-
ment of dialogue systems capable of answering user
questions. These systems can be formulated either as
closed-domain, in which the questions are related to
one, or a small subset, of topics; or open-domain, in
which questions can be drawn from a wide range of
topics [145, 146]. To some extent, Q&A systems can
be viewed as a highly specific version of task-oriented
systems (indeed, question answering is often part of
a task-oriented system’s overall task), but the ap-
proaches taken to developing Q&A systems typically
differ from those of task oriented system, often rely-
ing more heavily on comprehension and information
retrieval rather than response generation [2].

Beyond the classes of open-domain and closed-
domain, Q&A systems can also be either single-turn,
or multi-turn [146]. Single-turn systems are required
to provide an answer based on a single dialogue input
from a user, whereas multi-turn (also called conver-
sational Q&A) systems allow for multiple dialogue
turns and questions – where the Q&A system will

typically have to rely, in some part, on the dialogue
history to answer any questions posed.

For single-turn Q&A, the most common ap-
proach is to try and identify the answer to the ques-
tion within some form of knowledge base. For closed-
domain tasks, this will typically be a dataset, or
datasets, specifically relevant to these specific topics,
whereas in an open-domain setting, these will typ-
ically be large knowledge bases such as Wikipedia.
The common modules for a single-turn Q&A sys-
tem are the Question Analysis module, the Doc-
ument Retrieval module, and the Answer Ex-
traction Module [148]. Alongside the question, the
system will often also be provided with some form of
context to aid in answering the question [148]. Fig-
ure 14 provides an overview of a common single-turn
Q&A architecture.

The Question Analysis module is generally
tasked with predicting the correct question class
in order to inform the structure of the answer to
be generated, and formulating the optimum query
by which the knowledge base’s documents can be
searched for the answer. For question classification,
common question classes include factoid questions,
e.g., how, why, where; confirmation questions, e.g.,
yes, no; and listing questions, i.e., listing items in a
given order [146].

The Document Retrieval module is then tasked
with using the query created by the Question Anal-
ysis module to identify the document or subset of
documents within the knowledge base that are most
likely to contain the answer to the question [148].
This is typically treated as a form of information
retrieval task (IR). Common approaches include
Boolean models, in which Boolean expressions are
used to match questions to documents and vector
models, in which vector representations and simi-
larity metrics are leveraged to find the most rel-
evant documents [148]. Language model based ap-
proaches have also been suggested, which rank doc-
uments based on the probability of the model gen-
erating the question given the document – which is
used to fine-tune the model [148].

After the most relevant document has been iden-
tified, paragraph ranking is then conducted to find
the paragraph within the candidate document that
is most likely to contain the answer to the question.
One of the most popular approaches to achieve this
is through learning to rank (L2R) [56], which utilises
supervised learning approaches to identify the opti-
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Figure 14: Typical architecture of a single-turn Q&A system [148].

mum ranking of candidate paragraphs relative to the
question.

The Answer Extraction module is then lever-
aged to identify the answer, within the candidate
paragraph, to the user’s question. This is often ap-
proached via span prediction, in which the text span
in the candidate paragraph that contains the answer
is identified [56]. Many approaches exist to do this,
though the use of PLMs such as BERT have be-
come especially popular in recent years [56]. NLG-
based approaches for selecting the answer using text
generation rather than span selection have also been
proposed, those these are less common and are typ-
ically unable to achieve the performances recorded
by span-selection based models [148].

For multi-turn systems, approaches still typically
conceive of the Q&A problem as one of answer span
selection from a knowledge base of documents [148].
The key challenge presented then is one of dialogue
history modelling in order to best leverage any his-
torical information in past utterances that can be
used to identify the most relevant answer-span [146].
To do this, a history selection module is typically
incorporated to select the past utterances most rele-
vant to answering the question. This is generally ei-
ther done through a k-turn based approach, in which
the past k number of utterances are used, or dynamic
selection where a trained model is used to dynam-
ically assess the contributions of each utterance to
answering the question [146]. Some form of history
encoding and modelling is then used to integrate the
historical dialogue with the current question. Com-
monly used approaches include conventional word
embeddings, and contextualised word embeddings

leveraging PLMs [146].
Evaluation of Q&A based system is generally

conducted via the use of some form of common accu-
racy metric such as F1-score to measure the degree
to which the Q&A systems correctly identifies the
answer to the question [148]. For generative answer-
ing approaches, common automated metrics such as
BLEU have also been leveraged to measure the qual-
ity of the answer generated [148]. A further metric
that has been proposed is Human equivalence score
(HEQ), which measures a system’s performance rel-
ative to that of the average human [26].

The metrics used are typically tied into the spe-
cific dataset used to train and evaluate the Q&A
system. Some of the most commonly used datasets
in this subtask are:

SQuAD: The Stanford Question Answering
Dataset (SQuAD) is a dataset containing more than
100,000 questions posed by crowd-workers on a spe-
cific set of Wikipedia articles [101]. This takes a
span-finding approach to Q&A, where the anno-
tated answer to each question is a specific segment
of text in one of the Wikipedia articles. Alongside
each question, the relevant passage is also provided
to the system as context. Extensions to this dataset
include SQuAD 2.0, which expands the dataset to
include unanswerable questions (which the system
must identify as such) [100], and SQuADopen [25],
which expands SQuAD to leverage the entirety of
Wikipedia [148]. (https://rajpurkar.github.io/
SQuAD-explorer/).

QuAC: The Question Answering in Context
dataset (QuAC) also leveraged Wikipedia articles
for span-prediction based Q&A systems [26]. Un-
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Figure 15: Comparison between the CoQA and QuAC datasets [146].

like SQuAD, however, QuAC examines multi-turn
Q&A using a student teacher scenario, in which
the student keeps asking for further clarifications
on a specific topic. This dataset contains more than
100,000 conversation turns across 14,000 conversa-
tions, where each turn consists of a question and
an answer, with each question reliant on knowledge
of past dialogue to answer correctly. The dataset
also leans more heavily on open-ended style ques-
tions (why, how). Evaluation is done through macro-
averaged F1-score for word overlap of the system’s
answer and the correct span is used for evalua-
tion, alongside HEQ (as described above). (https:
//quac.ai/).

CoQA: Similar to QuAC, the Conversational
Question Answering (CoQA) dataset examines con-
versational question answering using span prediction
of Wikipedia articles [103]. CoQA contains more
than 127,000 conversation turns across 8,000 conver-
sations, where each turn consists of a factoid ques-
tion and an answer, and each question is reliant on
knowledge of past dialogue to be answered correctly.
Unlike QuAC, CoQA includes unanswerable ques-

tions. As seen in QuAC, macro-average F1 score is
again used for evaluation on CoQA. A comparison
between QuAC and CoQA can be found in Fig. 15.
(https://stanfordnlp.github.io/coqa/).

SearchQA: SearchQA utilises a span-prediction
approach to Q&A using question and answer
pairs selected from the television programme Jeop-
ardy! [32]. Alongside each question answer pair is
a series of relevant Google snippets within which
the answer span can be identified. The system is
thus challenged with identifying the correct answer
span within the Google snippets. SearchQA con-
tains more than 140,000 questions, with each ques-
tion coupled with an average of 50 snippets. As with
CoQA and QuAC, F1-score is most typically used
to evaluate Q&A systems on SearchQA. (https:
//github.com/nyu-dl/dl4ir-searchQA).

These example datasets present just a few of
the vast number of Q&A training and bench-
mark datasets that have been released in recent
years [148]. This is due to the problem that Q&A
datasets are often quickly “solved” [107]. This solv-
ing, however, is typically not a sign of the quality of
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the Q&A system so much as its ability to leverage
annotation artefacts and lexical cues to artificially
achieve high performances. Moreover, the current
approach to training and evaluating Q&A means
that systems are unable to generalise away from the
dataset in which they are trained. Even in cases
where the questions being asked are of the same do-
main as the training set, most systems are unable to
generalise to different datasets. This severely limits
the current applicability of most Q&A approaches.

These weaknesses also mean that many Q&A sys-
tems are vulnerable to adversarial attack. In [128],
for example, the authors identify the presence of
universal adversarial triggers that can be used to
prompt specific offensive outputs from a Q&A based
system. Examining Q&A systems trained on the

SQuAD dataset, the authors proposed a method of
identifying specific triggers that could be used to
prompt the answer “to kill American people” for 72%
of all “why” questions posed. Other studies have no-
ticed similar weaknesses, in which adversarial ques-
tion framing can provide incorrect responses and a
loss in performance from the Q&A model [60, 108].
These vulnerabilities emphasise the current inabil-
ity of Q&A systems to genuinely perform language
comprehension, finding that they all too often rely
on superficial cues to generate answers [60]. This,
in turn, raises questions in regard to their current
suitability to real-world applications, such as in ed-
ucation systems, FAQs and other customer-service
roles [87, 107].
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4. Rewriting

4.1. Introduction

We define rewriting tasks as tasks in which a
given text is rewritten such that its original mean-
ing is preserved, but some additional attributes are
changed. This section covers two main tasks involv-
ing text rewriting: text style transfer and summari-
sation.

4.2. Text Style Transfer

Text Style Transfer (TST) is an NLG task
which aims to rewrite a text according to a spe-
cific style “property” or “attribute”. Therefore, the
TST task “aims to change the stylistic properties of
any given text while preserving its style-independent
content” [55]. This is a data-driven approach [61] fo-
cused on changing the syntax aspect of a text with
respect to a given style attribute, whilst keeping the
semantics intact, thereby fulfilling linguistic varia-
tion [55].

4.2.1. TST Applications

TST has applications in four main domains.
These are:

Writing assistance: TST functionalities can be
incorporated into tools to help users tailor or im-
prove a written text according to a specified at-
tribute. For example, it may be applied to the text of
business emails or reports to make them look more
professional, therefore improving formality (involv-
ing attributes informal → formal) or politeness (in-
volving attributes impolite → polite).

Persuasive communication: TST is a power-
ful mechanism for:

• Better engaging with an intended audience
such as consumers (e.g., the style of a generic
marketing text can be personalised according
to a user profile), readers (e.g., image captions
or headlines, which can be adapted to become
more attractive according to attributes like hu-
mour, romance and clickbait [62]) and laymen
or experts (e.g., a layman style can be used to
make an expert text more readable while an ex-
pert style can be used to make a layman text
appear more accurate and professional [55]).

• Reaching a target community effectively using
gender (e.g., male ←→ female), political ide-
ology (e.g., Democrats ←→ Republicans), or
through shared views and interests (e.g., emo-
tions, topics).

• Improving accessibility such as by using text
simplification (complex → simple).

• Adapting to user preferences and circum-
stances such as changing the sentiment con-
veyed in a text (negative ←→ positive). An-
other example of this are chatbots which can
adapt their script style according to the type
of interaction (e.g., a casual style for suggest-
ing products to customers and a formal style
for handling customers complaints [55]).

Authorship imitation: TST can be used to
mimic the style of a given author by changing the
authorial style of the input text to that of a target
author, e.g., through adapting the “word choice, syn-
tactic structures, figurative language, and sentence
arrangement” [55] of the input text. This is, there-
fore, a more holistic and complex application of style
transfer.

Re-styling for Social Good: TST can also be
used to improve text, such as social media posts and
tweets, in terms of biasness (biased → neutral) and
toxicity (offensive → non-offensive).

4.2.2. TST System Design

Traditionally, TST has been achieved using par-
allel data where there are matching text pairs for
different styles„ e.g., informal and formal, positive
and negative, modern English and Shakespearean
English. In this case, sequence-to-sequence models
(as covered in NL-2022-3) and variations of those are
often applied [61]. Despite the existence of a num-
ber of such datasets for specific use cases, there are
several TST cases where there is a lack of paral-
lel data available. Therefore, non-parallel datasets
and the methods based on explicit or implicit disen-
tanglement of style and content [55], i.e., methods
that “disentangle text into its content and [style]
attribute in the latent space” [61], have started to
emerge and remain an active research area.

Explicit disentanglement follows three types of
action [61]: (1) encode the given text t with the
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Figure 16: An example of explicit disentanglement for Text Style Transfer (Delete-Retrieve-Generate frame-
work) retrieved from Hu et al. [55]. The source style attribute is negative sentiment and the target style
attribute is positive sentiment.

source style attribute a in a latent representation;
(2) manipulate the latent representation to remove
a; and (3) decode into text t′ with target style at-
tribute a′. An example technique in this category is
illustrated in Fig. 16 where a) corresponds to action
(1) and b) includes actions (2) and (3).

Implicit disentanglement involves [55]: (1) learn-
ing the latent representations of content c and of
style attribute a for the given text t; and (2) com-
bining content c with the latent representation of the
target style attribute a′ to generate text t′. An exam-
ple technique in this category is Adversarial Learn-
ing where two models are typically used – one adver-
sarial network model for (1) and a style-embedding
model for (2).

Another stream of solutions for TST is to
not rely on disentanglement but rather build a
pseudo-parallel dataset and then apply more tradi-
tional methods such as sequence-to-sequence models.
There are two main approaches to achieve this [61]:
retrieval-based, using existing datasets to identify
pairs of sentences semantically similar using a met-
ric; and generation-based, using an iterative process
to generate the dataset.

Another recent unsupervised trend for TST solu-
tions, moving away from disentanglement, is to use
Transformer-based models (as covered in NL-2022-3)
such as in the work by Dai et al. [29].

4.2.3. TST Evaluation

In terms of automated evaluation, the quality of
TST solutions are typically determined by the fol-
lowing three main criteria [55].

• Transferred style strength:
The Style Transfer Accuracy metric measures
“whether each sample generated by the model

conforms to the target [style] attribute” [61]
and is calculated as

# test samples correctly classified
# all test samples

An alternative metric is the Earth Mover’s
Distance (EMD), which measures the mini-
mum cost to turn the style distribution of the
given text t into the generated text t′. It can
also be regarded as a measure of intensity of
the style transfer [85].

• Semantic preservation:
The goal here is to measure the similarity
of content between the given text t and the
generated text t′. BLEU is the most widely
used metric for TST solutions using paral-
lel datasets, although others such as ROUGE
and METEOR are also used [61]. On the
other hand, sBLEU and Cosine Similarity are
the mostly used for non-parallel settings [55].
Please refer to NL-2022-3 for an overview of
metrics used for NLG systems.
The Part-of-Speech Distance (POS) is a metric
specifically used to evaluate unsupervised TST
solutions [121]. It relies on two vectors of tags,
where tags can be nouns or verbs depending on
the relevance of those for the style attributes
in question – one vector from the given text t
and the other vector from the generated text
t′. The distance between those two vectors can
then be calculated based on cosine similarity.
The POS score will be high if t′ does not con-
tain semantically similar tags of t.
The Word Mover’s Distance (WMD), proposed
by Kusner et al. [67], measures the “dissimilar-
ity between two text documents as the min-
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imum amount of distance that the embed-
ded words of one document need to travel to
reach the embedded words of another doc-
ument” [67], in this case between the given
text t and the generated text t′. The metric
is illustrated in Fig. 17, where words in bold
from both documents are embedded into the
word2vec space. Then, the cumulative distance
for all words from t in the space to travel in or-
der to match the words from t′ is calculated.
WMD has been shown to correlate better with
human evaluation than BLEU [85].

Figure 17: Illustration of the Word Mover’s Distance
(WMD) metric by [67]. Words in bold from both doc-
uments are embedded into the Word2Vec space; the
metric calculates the travel distance for words from
document 1 to match words of document 2 in the
space.

• Text fluency (or naturalness):
The Perplexity score, calculated using a PLM
for all style attributes on the training data, is
the most commonly used metric to evaluate
fluency of TST output, although its correla-
tion with human evaluation remains a subject
of debate [61]. The lower the perplexity score of
a generated sentence (from text t′), the more
aligned it is with the training dataset (from
text t) [55].

Human evaluation, although hampered by issues
such as subjectivity [55] and irreproducibility [61], is
also often used to provide insights about transferred
style strength, semantic preservation, and text flu-
ency given pairs of sentences from text t and from
the generated text t′. According to Hu et al. [55],
best practices indicate the need to “use 100 outputs
for each style transfer direction (e.g., 100 outputs for
formal → informal, and 100 outputs for informal →
formal), and two human annotators for each task”.

4.2.4. TST Subtasks and Datasets

All subtasks and datasets listed in this section
relate to transferring style between two attributes.

Sentiment Subtask: This is a very popular TST
subtask; it involves the styles “positive” and “nega-
tive”. There are 3 main datasets related to it men-
tioned below. These datasets were all pre-processed
to exclude neutral reviews.

Yelp: This is a non-parallel dataset contain-
ing positive and negative real-world restaurant re-
views [113]. All reviews have up to 10 sentences, with
250K negative sentences and 350K positive sentences
in total. (https://www.yelp.com/dataset).

Amazon: This is a non-parallel dataset contain-
ing positive (approximately 278K) and negative (ap-
proximately 279K) real-world Amazon users’ reviews
of products [45]. Please note that these numbers
come from Hu et al. [55]. (https://s3.amazonaws.
com/amazon-reviews-pds/readme.html).

IMDb: This is a non-parallel dataset containing
real-world movie reviews collected from the Inter-
net Movie Database [79]. It contains 50K reviews
with no more than 30 reviews for the same movie,
and an equal split between positive and negative re-
views. (https://ai.stanford.edu/~amaas/data/
sentiment/).

Formality Subtask: This TST subtask involves
the contrasting styles “formal” and “informal”. Fig-
ure 18 shows an example of an informal sentence (in-
put) and four corresponding formal sentences (Ref-0
to Ref-3) with variations of length and punctuation.
Hu et al. [55] pointed out that formality is more com-
plex than sentiment style transfer because it is more
subjective – different individuals may have very dif-
ferent perceptions of what is formal. The Grammarly
Yahoo Answers Formality Corpus (GYAFC) is the
most popular dataset used for this subtask.

Figure 18: An illustration of formality text style
transfer with an informal sentence and 4 correspond-
ing formal versions of it (Ref-0 to Ref-3) [55].

GYAFC: The GYAFC dataset contains par-
allel data, i.e., 110K pairs of formal-informal sen-
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tences [102]. It was built with sentences collected
from a Yahoo Answers corpus for Entertainment &
Music and Family & Relationship, and processed to
remove sentences that were too long or too short.
The sentences deemed informal were then trans-
lated into formal ones via crowd-sourcing. (https:
//github.com/raosudha89/GYAFC-corpus).

Politeness Subtask: This TST subtask relates to
the text styles “polite” and “impolite”. It is interest-
ing to notice that written expressions of politeness
are culture-dependent even for the same language,
and are also affected by social structures [80].

Politeness: This is a non-parallel dataset con-
taining 1.39 million sentences that were automat-
ically labelled [80]. The sentences were collected
from the Enron corpus, and therefore reflect polite-
ness in the context of email exchanges in an Amer-
ican corporation. (https://github.com/tag-and-
generate/politeness-dataset).

Authorship Subtask: This TST subtask aims to
target a particular writing style from a linguistic
point-of-view, therefore, it is more artistic compared
to all other subtasks [61]. It is a form of “paraphras-
ing” [139]. There are two datasets that are commonly
used for research in this space.

Shakespeare: This parallel dataset contains
sentences in Shakespearean English style and cor-
responding sentences in modern English style [139],
totalling around 21K pairs. (https://github.com/
cocoxu/Shakespeare).

Bible: This parallel dataset contains over 1.5
million pairs of sentences aligned by verse numbers
from “the eight publicly available versions” of the
Bible [20]. (https://github.com/keithecarlson/
StyleTransferBibleData).

Simplicity Subtask: This TST subtask relates to
text styles “complex” and “simple”. It aims to sim-
plify text to make it more accessible for laymen, e.g.,
removing lexical or syntactic complexity. The target
audience of text simplification also involves people
with low literacy levels, such as children and non-
native speakers, and people suffering from different
kinds of reading comprehension, e.g., autism, apha-
sia, dyslexia [1]. Some techniques useful to achieve
simplification are [149]: splitting (e.g., transforming
long sentences into shorter ones), dropping (e.g.,
making sentences more concise and sharper), re-

ordering (e.g., rearranging sentences to make them
easier to understanding), and substitution (e.g., re-
placing jargon and difficult terms with simpler syn-
onyms).

For evaluating text simplification, common au-
tomated metrics such as BLEU are used. However,
there also exist various task-specific metrics pro-
posed for simplification evaluation. For instance,
FKBLEU combines a paraphrase generation metric,
iBLEU, with a readability metric, Flesch-Kincaid In-
dex, to measure how adequate and readable a sim-
plified text is [138]. Another metric is SARI, which
measures the goodness of words that are added,
deleted and kept by the simplification system [138].
Furthermore, readability indices are also commonly
used to estimate how difficult a simplified text is to
read [1, 115].

Several datasets are available for TST simplifi-
cation where they aim to foster research and devel-
opment for more effective communication between
healthcare professionals and healthcare consumers,
i.e., for medical text simplification.

PWKP: The Parallel Wikipedia (PWKP)
dataset contains over 108K pairs of complex sen-
tences from English Wikipedia and simple sentences
from the Simple English Wikipedia, which targets
children and adults learning English [149]. (https:
//huggingface.co/datasets/turk).

van den Bercken et al.’s EXPERT datasets:
These are three separate datasets proposed by
van den Bercken et al. [125]: EXPERT-FULLY,
EXPERT-PARTIAL and AUTOMATED-FULLY.
The datasets contain pairs of complex medical sen-
tences and corresponding simple sentences, also
drawing from Wikipedia and Simple Wikipedia.
The EXPERT-FULLY dataset has 2,267 fully
aligned medical sentences, the EXPERT-PARTIAL
dataset has 3,148 partially aligned sentences,
and the AUTOMATED-FULLY dataset has 3,797
fully aligned medical sentences. (https://github.
com/myTomorrows-research/public/tree/main/
WWW2019).

MIMIC-III: This is a non-parallel dataset con-
taining real-world clinical sentences written in pro-
fessional (medical) style and in consumer (lay-
man patient) style. It has 443K sentences in pro-
fessional language, and 73K sentences in con-
sumer language [132]. (https://physionet.org/
content/mimiciii/1.4/).

BenchLS: BenchLS is a combination of two
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non-parallel lexical simplification datasets, LexM-
Turk and LSeval, containing 929 instances in to-
tal. Each instance consists of a sentence, a target
complex word, and several (7.37 on average) candi-
date substitutions ranked according to their simplic-
ity [93]. (https://zenodo.org/record/2552393#
.YYkZLdnP0_8).

NNSeval: NNSeval is a non-parallel dataset
that covers complex words for non-native speak-
ers. All sentences in the dataset were taken
from Wikipedia, LexMTurk and LSeval, and
400 non-native speakers identified the complex
target words. The resulting dataset contains
239 instances [94]. (https://zenodo.org/record/
2552381#.YYkZRNnP0_8).

SS Corpus: This is a parallel corpus containing
492,993 aligned sentences extracted by pairing Sim-
ple English Wikipedia with English Wikipedia [64].
(https://github.com/tmu-nlp/sscorpus).

MSD: MSD is a parallel dataset motivated
by the example shown in Fig. 19 where ex-
pert sentences (upper sentences) are simplified
into layman sentences (lower sentences) [19]. It
contains 130K expert-style sentences and 114K
layman-style sentences. (https://srhthu.github.
io/expertise-style-transfer/#disclaimer).

Figure 19: An illustration of simplification text style
transfer with 3 pairs of sentences in expert style (up-
per sentences) and in layman style (lower sentences),
adapted from figure by Cao et al. [19].

Newsela: This is a parallel corpus contain-
ing 1,130 news articles with four simplified ver-
sions each. The simplified versions were written
by professional editors at Newsela, a company
that produces reading materials for children [137].
(https://newsela.com/data/).

Gender Subtask: This TST subtask draws from

socio-linguistics research showing that gender is as-
sociated with language choices [90]. Assuming gender
as a biological binary attribute of an individual, it
typically involves text styles “female” and “male”.

Yelp Gender: This non-parallel dataset has
been made available by Prabhumoye et al. [98].
It builds on a previous private dataset by Reddy
and Knight [104] compiled from the Yelp Dataset
Challenge 2016 and annotated with “male” and
“female” labels for reviews in gender-neutral do-
mains. The reviews were divided into more
than 2.5 million sentences, where “only sen-
tences that are strongly indicative of a gender”
were kept [98]. (http://tts.speech.cs.cmu.edu/
style_models/gender_data.tar)

RtGender: This is a non-parallel dataset con-
taining over 2.5 million sentences compiled from re-
sponses to online posts or videos where the gender
of the (source) author and the gender of the re-
sponder were clear. The source-responder sentences
have been extracted from comments on Facebook
(US politicians and public figures), TED talks, Fi-
tocracy (fitness), and Reddit [126]. (https://nlp.
stanford.edu/robvoigt/rtgender/).

Toxicity Subtask: This TST subtask relates to
text styles “offensive” and “non-offensive”. Chang-
ing style from the former to the latter contrasts with
the approach of simply filtering and removing such
content online, especially in relation to social media
posts.

Nogueira dos Santos et al.’s Twitter and
Reddit datasets: These are non-parallel datasets
by Nogueira dos Santos et al. [91]. The authors
used “sentences/tweets with size between 2 and 15
words and removed repeated entries”. Their Twitter
dataset contains just under 2 million entries, while
their Reddit dataset contains over 7 million entries.

4.2.5. Multiple-attribute TST

Research has also examined the potential of
transfer text style across multiple attributes. The
idea is illustrated by Lample et al. [69] in Fig. 20
where, given an input sentence and a style (among
a range of supported styles), the system generates a
sentence in the opposite matching style. Such a sys-
tem has to be trained using a dataset for each style
and, in terms of evaluation of the transferred style
strength, it has to be provided for each pair of styles
separately [68].
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Figure 20: Illustration of a solution which supports multiple-attribute style transfer by Lample et al. [69];
the first line of each box contains a given sentence and style, and the following line contains the given
target style and the automatically generated sentence.

Multiple-attribute style transfer, as opposed to
binary style transfer, is regarded as the research di-
rection for future research and development since it
has the potential to “explore richer and more dy-
namic tasks” Hu et al. [55].

4.2.6. Anonymisation

According to the GDPR legislation, “anonymi-
sation is the complete and irreversible process of re-
moving personal identifiers, both direct and indirect,
that may lead to an individual being identified” [72].
It has been approached from a privacy preserving
perspective and from a NLP perspective. The former
focuses on risks of disclosure of personal identifiers
by an adversary, while the latter focuses on linguistic
patterns helpful to infer personal identifiers, such as
gender, age, race, geographical location and affilia-
tions (called quasi-identifiers [72]), that can be used,
e.g., for user profiling [90] or discrimination [104].

In the domain of NLP, anonymisation is a
TST task, akin to style transfer (non-anonymised
→ anonymised), that has been predominately ap-
proached in two ways: de-identification and obfus-
cation. De-identification aims to detect and remove
personal identifiers, and is often applied to the
medical domain, i.e, to Protected Health Informa-
tion (PHI). Whereas obfuscation aims to detect and
rewrite text to “reduce the leakage of sensitive in-
formation” [136] while retaining text semantics and
fluency. To illustrate obfuscation, let’s consider the

following examples from [136]:

Original: I am a software engineer with 18 years
of working experience.
Rewritten: I am a software engineer with more
than 10 years of working experience.
Original: I went with my girlfriend and another
couple.
Rewritten: I went with my friend and another
couple.

The obfuscation subtask can use the following
tailored evaluation metrics [136]: average entropy
(applied to all predictions of the classifier; higher en-
tropy means less sensitive data leakage); predicted
accuracy and modified accuracy (rate of accepted
sentence modification).

Datasets used for anonymisation have all gone
through a “surrogate process” to replace real-world
personal identifiers with fictitious but realistic ones.

2010 i2b2 NLP challenge corpus: This
dataset contains over 800 diabetic patient medical
records [124], manually “annotated for an extended
set of PHI categories” [72].

VHA: The Veterans Health Administration
dataset contains 800 clinical notes also manually an-
notated with PHI categories such as “Social Security
Numbers, Patient Names, and Dates” [37]. (Down-
load.)

2016 CEGS N-GRID: This dataset contains
1K psychiatric intake records and “more than 34,000
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PHI phrases, with an average of 34 PHI phrases per
record” [119]. It is annotated with PHI such as doc-
tor name, patient name and hospital location.

ITAC: The Informal Text Anonymisation Cor-
pus contains 2.5K personal emails with 31,926 per-
sonal identifiers including [82] with direct identifiers
(e.g., name of individuals) and quasi identifiers (e.g.,
name of organisations) [72].

Efforts similar to the ITAC resulted in a num-
ber of datasets in languages other than English. One
such dataset is:

CodE Alltag 2.0: This dataset contains over
240K emails in German [34]. (https://github.
com/codealltag)

4.3. Summarisation

Text summarisation is a rewriting subtask, which
aims to generate a short, coherent version of a text
that contains the main ideas, topics, and/or con-
cepts of the original text [52]. Considering the vast
amounts of digital textual data available, text sum-
marisation can decrease the time needed for text pro-
cessing in multiple contexts.

In the literature, two major approaches for text
summarisation exist: extractive summarisation
and abstractive summarisation. The former tries
to identify the most relevant utterances or sentences
from input text which describe the main theme. The
latter aims to generate a fluent and concise sum-
mary, paraphrasing the intent of the input text in a
shortened form [52].

Human evaluation is commonly used for evalu-
ating text summarisation methods. Human evalu-
ation of text summarisation mostly focuses on the
ability of the generated text to capture the key con-
tents of the input text. The focus of human eval-
uators is therefore generally directed towards mea-
suring the informativeness, coverage, focus, and rele-
vance of the summary text. Furthermore, more gen-
eral measures of text fluency, readability, coherence
and repetition are also often considered to evalu-
ate linguistic quality. Human evaluation methods
typically leverage common scoring methods, includ-
ing Likert-type scales, rank-based annotations, and
pairwise comparisons. Other proposed methods are
Best-worst scaling (BWS), which is a specific type of
ranking-oriented evaluation that requires annotators
to specify only the first and last rank, and question-
answering (QA) [117].

Some of the popular datasets used for evaluating
text summarisation are as follows:

Document Understanding Conferences
(DUC): DUC is a series of conferences run by
the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST) focusing on the area of text sum-
marisation. From 2001 to 2007, text summarisation
datasets have been provided in the scope of the con-
ferences. The datasets contain news articles from
AQUAINT, TIPSTER and TREC corpora, and are
available upon request. (https://duc.nist.gov/
data.html).

Text Analysis Conference (TAC): TAC is
another conference series run by NIST between 2008-
2011. Each conference had a summarisation track
where a relevant dataset has been distributed. The
datasets contain news articles, and are available
upon request. (https://tac.nist.gov/data).

New York Times Annotated Corpus (NY-
TAC): The NYTAC dataset contains over 1.8M
news articles published by New York Times be-
tween 1987-2007, as well as 650K article sum-
maries. The articles were manually summarised by
library scientists. (https://catalog.ldc.upenn.
edu/LDC2008T19)

Large Scale Chinese Short Text Summa-
rization Dataset (LCSTS): The LCSTS dataset
is a Chinese text summarisation dataset con-
structed from a Chinese micro-blogging website,
Sina Weibo [54]. It contains over 2M real Chinese
short texts with short summaries provided by the
author of each text. (http://icrc.hitsz.edu.cn/
Article/show/139.html).

CCF Conference on Natural Language
Processing & Chinese Computing (NLPCC):
NLPCC is a series of conferences on NLP organised
annually in China. The conferences had a track for
text summarisation in 2015, 2017 and 2018, where a
text summarisation dataset was distributed for each
year. (http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/).

Text summarisation has various applications. For
example, medical conversation summarisation aims
to summarise conversations between doctors, nurses,
and patients about the proposed diagnoses and
treatments so that patients can review them later
without having to deal with a full record or tran-
script [75]. Text summarisation can also be used to
increase the efficiency in processing long documents
such as scientific papers [42] and long speeches [105].
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4.3.1. Speech Summarisation

Beyond more conventional text summarisation,
which aims to summarise text inputs, speech sum-
marisation has also been the focus of a considerable
degree of study.

Speech summarisation aims to identify the most
important content within human speech and then
generate a condensed form of text suitable for the
needs of a given task [105]. Unlike standard text sum-
marisation approaches which mostly generate text
from another text, speech summarisation methods
take audio data as the input, and utilise speech
recognition to process it. Nonetheless, speech sum-
marisation approaches are similar to the standard
text summarisation approaches, using the major ap-
proaches of extractive summarisation and ab-
stractive summarisation discussed earlier.

For evaluating speech summarisation, qualitative
and quantitative metrics have been used. Human
evaluation typically leverages similar quality crite-
ria to that of standard text summarisation, includ-
ing readability, coherence, usefulness and complete-
ness. Beyond human evaluation, automated evalua-
tion using common NLG metrics, such as ROUGE
(and its variants, ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-
3, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-SU4 and ROUGE-W), are
common. Other performance measures, including
precision, recall, F-measure, word accuracy and
Pyramid, are also often used to measure how well
a generated summary’s content matches the content
of the reference summary.

For evaluation of speech summarisation, the fol-
lowing datasets have been used:

AMI: The AMI meeting corpus is a multi-modal
data set consisting of 100 hours of meeting record-
ings in English. Furthermore, it contains manually
produced orthographic transcriptions for each indi-
vidual speaker, as well as a wide range of other
annotations, including extractive and abstractive
summaries. (https://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/ami/
corpus/).

International Computer Science Institute
(ICSI) Meeting Corpus: The ICSI Meeting Cor-
pus is an English audio dataset consisting of approx-
imately 70 hours of meeting recordings. It also con-
tains orthographic transcriptions, and manual anno-
tations of dialog acts and speech quality. (https:
//groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/ami/icsi/)

MultimodAl (Task-oriented) gRoup dIs-
CuSsion (MATRICS): The MATRICS corpus

contains discussions in English among four native
Japanese speakers on three different topics. It in-
volves 9 hours of group meeting recordings consisting
of 29 dialogues by 10 conversation groups. (https:
//github.com/IUI-Lab/MATRICS-Corpus).

Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ):
CSJ is a dataset containing Japanese spoken lan-
guage data and information for use in linguistic re-
search. The dataset consists of 958 hours of lectures
and task-oriented dialogues in Japanese. (https:
//ccd.ninjal.ac.jp/csj/en/).

Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT2):
TDT2 contains news data collected daily from nine
news sources in two languages (American English
and Mandarin Chinese) over a period of six months.
(https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2001T57).

RT-03 MDE: This dataset contains English
Conversational Telephone Speech (CTS) and Broad-
cast News (BN) transcripts and annotations cov-
ering 40 hours of CTS and 20 hours of BN data.
Annotations include fillers (e.g., “um”, “err”), dis-
course markers (e.g., “you know”), and seman-
tic units (e.g., statements, questions). (https://
catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2004T12).

Mandarin Speech Data Across Taiwan
Broadcast News (MATBN): The MATBN Man-
darin Chinese broadcast news corpus contains
a total of 198 hours of broadcast news from
the Public Television Service Foundation (Tai-
wan) with corresponding transcripts and annota-
tions. (http://slam.iis.sinica.edu.tw/corpus/
MATBN-corpus.htm).

Switchboard-1: This dataset contains a collec-
tion of approximately 2,400 two-sided telephone con-
versations among 543 speakers (302 male, 241 fe-
male) from the US, containing 260 hours of speech.
(https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC97S62).

Fisher: Fisher is another telephone speech
dataset, containing 2,000 hours of conversational
speech data in English. It has been built for the
DARPA Effective, Affordable Reusable Speech-to-
text (EARS) program.

Spoken Language Data base (BEA): BEA
is a Hungarian spontaneous speech dataset that con-
sists of 250 hours of speech data.

Speech summarisation has several bespoke appli-
cations, including improved efficiency and cost re-
duction in telephone contact centres (e.g., by iden-
tifying call topics, automatic user satisfaction eval-
uation, and efficiency monitoring of agents), more
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efficient progress tracking in project meetings, the
facilitation of learning using online courses, digital
scribes, and conversational agents. Speech summari-

sation can be used for deception, with the main idea
of a speech being taken out of context in its textual
summary to mislead readers.
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